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ABSTRACT

Using the Health Belief Modet (Cummings, Becker, & Maile,

19BO; Kirschrt, L974), the present study investigates the relation-

ship of health-related beliefs of somatizÍng children and their

mothers wíth frequency and intensity of the children's somatiza-

tion. A comparison of 36 somatizing chil-dren and their mothers

with 36 non-somatizing chil-dren and their mothers is also under-

taken to investigate differences in health-related bel-iefs. The

methodologyinvo1vedatake-homeandmaiI_backcomp1etionof

questíonnafres by mothers and their children attending an out-

patient medical clinic.

Findings provide only fimited support for the Heatth Belief

Model as an appropriate framework for understanding somatization

frequency and intensity in children. OnIy one health-related

belief of somatizing children was associated as predicted with

somatization frequency and intensity. The beliefs of mothers of

somatizing children were not related to their children's somatÍza-

tion. As weII, the somatizing and non-somatizing groups did not

differ with regard to health-related beliefs. Number of health

problems experienced by famiLies and mothers' ratings of their

chíIdren's health status were the onty variables on which the two

groups differed. Findings are discussed with regard to refinement

of the theoretical model, the nature of the sample, methodological

issues, and practical considerations. Directions for future

research i-n this area are also discussed.
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TMTRODUCTIOh{

Chi-].dtrood Somatízati.on : A Rewierø of tËre l"íterature

A physi-cian is generally consulted by persons who feel

iII and who are experiencing symptoms that are unusual,

painful, and worrisome. The physician examines the patient,

Iistens to the patient's report of symptoms, and may conduct

diagnostic test. Suitable paltiative measures are prescribed

that wiII cure the illness and end the distressing symptoms.

This traditional doctor-patient interaction may be problematic

in the case of somatization, for. either a demonstrabl-e and

identifiable dj-sease cannot be found or the patient's

reported symptoms are out of proportion to the degree of

pathology present (Barsky, L97B) - Diagnostic tests may prove

to be negative and paltiative measures cannot be guaranteed

to be effective. As a result, the patient may continue to

experience distressing symptoms and may be subjected to

further consuitations and diagnostic tests. People who

somatize are considered to experience genuine pain and

distress. The inability to find anything wrong can be

exceedingly frustrating for both doctor and patient.

Mal-ingerers, or those who fake illness for gain, account for

only a smalt percentage of those who somatize (Anstett and

ColIins, L9B2). Organic disease is onJ.y rareJ-y found in

these original-Iy diagnosed as somatizers ( Barr and Feuerstein, 1983 )



Accordíng to Anstett and Collj-ns (L982), patients who

somatize often present multiple physical complaints or

symptoms that do not correspond to any known íllness. Vague

paÍns, headaches, gastrointestinal disorders (e.9., recurrent

abdominal pain, colic, irrítable bowel syndrome ), and asthma

are cornmonly reported by those who somatize (Anderson,

Francis, Lion, and Daughety, LTTB; Schwab and Traven, Ig7g,

Starfiel-d et aI.. 1980). Recurrent Abdominal Pain (RAP)

appears to be the most common complaint reported by children

who somatize, âs evidenced by findings from epidemiological

surveys (Starfield et âI., 19BO), and the attention it has

received in the medical literature (Rosen et âI., l-9B2)-

Somatization as defÍned in this proposal falls into DSM-III

diagnostic category of Somatoform Disorders (American

Psychiatric Association (APA), 19BO), and would be represent-

ed by the specific diagnoses of Psychogenic Paj-n Disorder and

Somatization Disorder (see Appendix A).
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The Nature of BodiIY SvmPtoms

The paÍn and distress experienced by those who somatize

are not considered to be imaginary or the result of faking.

How then do such symptoms occur if there is no associated

organic disease, or the perceíved symptoms are of a greater

magnitude then any organÍc condition present could wamant?

It is not known how thls actually occurs, but there are

several ptausible hypotheses that attempt to explain the

phenomenon. According to Klrscht (L974), symptoms and bodily

sensations occur almost all the time in almost all people.

In light of this fact, Barsky (L979) has conceptualized

somatization as the amptification of bodily sensations.

According to Barsky aII symptoms, whether disease based or

not, result from the interaction of peripheral and reactive

components. The peripheral component is the bodily sensation

itself. The reactive component is the subjective level of

distress that the peripheral sensation causes. Barsky

hypothesÍzes that the perceptÍon of symptoms lies along a

continuum of increasing magnitude. Those sensatÍons at the

Iower end of the continuum are not readily noticed' such as

rapid heart beat. Those sensations farther atong the continuum,

such as temporary muscle ache, are more readily noticeable

and are usually dismissed. Those sensations at the hj-ghest

end of the continuum, such as migraine and the pain of

appendicitis, cannot be ignored. Barsky contends that those

who somatize amptify bodily sensations that are normal-Iy



disregarded or minimÍzed by other

does not explain how or why this

ptace or the neural pathways that

thought that Íncreased autonomic

be involved (Apley, L975), which

of normal bodily sensations such

people. Barsky's account

amplification actually takes

may be involved. It is

nervous system actlvity may

would Íncrease the intensity

as heart rate-



Epidemíologv

Somatizing patients make a considerable number of

visits to primary care medical settings. Somatization

ís a phenomenon treated almost exclusively by the family

physician or pediatrician. Medical journals frequently

contaÍn articles dealing with somatizing patients, who

are often referred to as the worried well or crocks (Rosen et

aI., LgBz). Medical legend hotds that somatizing patients

constitute 20* of a medical practice and that 50& of a

physicians time is spent with this population ( Rosen et âI - ,

1982 ). Epidemiologíca1 studies have cited prevalence rates

as high as 608 in the general population (Schwab and Traven,

LgTg). Estimates of somatization in the general population

vary considerably (from l0t to BOt), presumably as a function

of the characteristics of the sample, the types of symptoms

considered to be somatic, and the stringency of the inclusion

criteria. The percentages of medical patients diagnosed as

having somatíc complaints have been estimated at 1o-15&

(Anderson et ãI., 1978). Anstett and Collins (LjBZ) suggested

that the higher general population estimates may be due to

the failure of physicians to properly diagnose somatic

symptoms. Another explanation could be that not everyone who

somatizes necessarily goes to the doctor-

According to Rosen et at. (L9BZ) , children and adolescents

have traditionally been thought to sonratize frequently. This

belief has been upheld in the literature. Starfield et aI.



(fgBO) studied the rate of somatízation diagnoses ín 47, 145

pediatric patients between the ages of o-17 years" This

popuJ-ation vras a heterogeneous one gathered from Seven

primary care facilities from a variety of geographic regions

in the u. s" The percentage of children in one year given a

somatic diagnosis varied from B-10& in the seven facilities

surveyed. Recurrent abdominal pain, headache, and asthma

were the most frequently reported symptoms at aII seven

sites. Apley, MacKeith, and Meadow (1978) found similar

rates (from 5-15*) in a revÍew of ten scandinavian and

British studies of abdominal pain, Iimb pain and headache in

the general population of school children-

It appears that many children are brought to their

pediatricians for physicat complaints that have no organic

basis. These children experience distressing symptoms, yet

there j-s nothing medically wrong wÍth them. If the rates for

the epidemiological surveys are accurate, somatization can be

considered a very serious problem for both the heatth care

system and the many individuals who somatize. There has been

very little controlled research concerning whether some

children are more prone to somatize than other children.

However, anecdotal evidence and case reports suggest that

there may be common demographic and behavioral characteristics

among those who somatize. Such reports should be interpreted

with caution, however, and the conclusions that they offer

considered speculative.



Sociodemographic Characteristics

Age of Onset" Evidence from the literature suggest

that while somatic or "functional" complaints can occur at

any age, they are most likely to first occur between middle

chitdhood and young adulthood (DSM-III, fgBO)- Apley (1975)

found in an extensive investigation of Recurrent Abdominal

Pain (RAP) in 118 children that boys vlere most likely to

first experíence pains by age five, while girls were more

l-ikely to first experience RAP between the ages of B and 10.

Apley offered no explanation for the discrepancy between

sexes" The ages of onset he reported are supported by

anecdotal evidence from other studies (Christenson &

Mortenson, 1975; Green, L975; Hughes, L9B4), although it is

not clear whether these authors are referring to actual age

of onset or simply the ages at which the children first came

to medical attention. There does not appear to be much

information regarding the age of onset of somatic complaints

other the RAP. Friedman (1975) reported that in a sample of

74 chÍldren with RAP, headache, and other vague pains, the

mean age for boys was fO.4 years across all complaints. The

mean age for girls was 11.5 years across all complaints.

Again, it is not clear how long these chil-dren had been

experiencing the symPtoms.



Sex. According to DSM-III (APA, 19BO), both

Psychogenic Pain Disorder and Somatization Disorder are

diagnosed more often in females. Apley (1975) and Hughes and

Zimin (L972) have noted in clinical practice an increased

tendency for somatÍc complaj-nts Ín girls. No explanation for

this sex difference was offered by either study and it is

unclear how many more vlomen than men Somatíze Or if the

difference is significant-

Group affiliation- Barsky (1978), Mechanic (1972), and

Rosen et aI. (L982) stated that the poor, religious

fundamentalists, those from rural areas, those with tittle

education, medical students, and certain ethnic groups (Jew

and Chinese) have been observed to somatize frequently-

Several explanations have been offered to account for these

group tendencies, although none have been empirically tested.

For example, Barsky (f978) and Rosen et aI. (L982) reported

that somatization is hypothesized to occur in groups where

the open expression of psychological distress is discouraged

or where there is no vocabulary to express such distress.

Group members are thus forced to express distress lndirectly

through physical and, thereby, appropriate means- This

expì-anation is based on the belief that somatj-zation is the

physical expression of psychological stress-
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Mechanic (1972) speculated that somatization may be a

function of errors in symptom attribution. Medical students

would typify such a group" Mechanic hypothesized that the

combination of high stress, anxiety, and detailed but

incomplete information about the symptoms of many illnesses

would cause medical students to inaccurately attribute their

physiological sensations to disease processes-

Anstett and CoIlins (L982) hypothesized that somatization

occurs more often among lOwer socioecomonic classes and the

l-ess educated because physical illness is less stigmatized in

these groups than are psychotogical problems. Although they

do not appear to impty that the less educated and the poor

are malingerers, Anstett and CoIIins also suggested that

current disability programs such as l¡Ùorkman's Compensation

make it difficult to file claims for disabilities related to

emotional problems- This would thus reinforce the expression

of stress through physical means. In addition, it could be

that the poor and the less educated do not have the mental

health resources that the more wealthy and more educated

would have. The physician would thus become the primary

source of support for less advantaged populations-

SES, culture, and educational level appear to be

associated with the ways individuals report, interpret, and

experience physical- symptoms. It can be questioned whether

group affiliation is the most productive way of explaining

sonratj-zation. While researchers have hypotheses, they have
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not determined empirically what it is about being members of

the disparate groups just discussed that would make their

members prone to somatization. In addition, while these

groups are reputed to somatize, it is not known what

proportion actually somatize.

Familial Influences. There is some evidence that

experience with illness may be a common factor in those who

somatize. McKeever (1983) stated that somatic complaints and

concerns are consistently found in the healthy siblings of

chronically iII children. Preoccupation with health, sleep

disturbances, enuresis, recurrent abdominal pain, headache,

and appetite disturbances are frequent noted in this

population. It is presumed that the stress of having a

chronicalfy iII sibling leads these children to somatíze,

although the mechanics of such a process have not been

elucidated. It may also be that children in these families

become highfy sensitized to illness and as a result somatize

more. Another explanation Ís that being sick may be a way to

compete for parental attention in these families.

Apley et aI. (L978), Christenson and Mortenson, (L975),

and Stone and Barbero (1970) have noted in limited research

and clinical practice that children who somatj-ze often have a

parent who somatizes. Routh and Ernst (f984), compared the

famil-ies of 20 children wÍth RAP and the families of 20
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children with organically based illnesses such as

appendicitis and ulcers for evidence of somatization

disorder. Only one child in the organic group had a first or

second degree relative with somatízation dÍsorder. while half

of the chil-dren with RAP had one or more first or second

degree relative with somatization disorder" Information was

gathered by interviewing the mothers in both groups. These

findings would support the contention that somatization is

behavior learned in the context of the famity. However, it

could also be argued that somatization occurs more often in

certain families because of a genetic predisposition. There

has been littÌe research concerning the genetics of

somatoform disorders, and the results have been inconclusive

at best (Torgersen, 1986). Torgersen (1986) has conducted

the only known published study of somatoform disorders in

twins. Torgersen found a concordance rate of 29f (ry=¿) in 14

monozygotic twins and a concordance rate of 10& (!=Z) in 21

dyzgotic twins- I¡JhiIe the higher concordance rate for

monozygotic twins would indicate a genetic transmission of

somatoform disorders, the difference between the two g¡roups

was not significant. In addition, Torgersen stated that it

was impossible to estimate the impact that growing up together

in the same family environment would have had on the development

of a somatoform disorder. Torgersen states "a modest interpret-

ation of my results is that somatoform disorders have a familial

transmission, being either genetic or environmental" (p. 504).
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Psychological Characteristícs

There has been some attempt 1n the literature to determine

whether children who somatize present behavioral or psychological

problems. Most reports are from anecdotal evidence and case

studies, and their accuracy is difficult to determine- For

example, Aptey et aI. (1978) described children who somatíze

as withdrawn, as presenting many fears, eating problems,

school problems, and sleep disturbances, and as having

inadequate social skiIIs (undefined). Hughes and Zimin

(L978) described chil-dren with Recurrent Abdominal Pain as

compliant, serious, mature for their ages" excitable,

passive, intensely concerned about family problems, having

extensive knowledge of their famÍly's health history, and

having inadequate social skills (undefined). Due to the

descriptive and anecdotal nature of these observations, it is

impossible to assess the degree to which such statements are

accurate.

Barr and Feuerstein (1983), in a more methodologically

sound study, assessed the behavioral characteristics of B0

children with RAP. The index group $ras compared with a group

of 82 children without RAP. Parents of both groups l^tere

asked to rate the children on 54 statements concerning

various aspects of behavior, Such aS activity Ievels, sleep

patterns, temperment, and emotional responsj-veness- The

children with RAP were rated as having significantì-y more

sì-eep problems, headaches, il l-ness experiences, eating
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problems, Sadness, bad dreams, and worries" They were also

rated by their parents as being too neat and overly concerned

with cteanlj-ness. Barr and Feuerstein (1983) hesitated to

state that the children with RAP exhibit more behavÍora1 or

psychological problems than do other children" They stated

that, while the parents of children with RAP rated them as

having significantly more behavioral problems, these parents

may have been more inclined to report problems. The study

took place in a medical setting and was part of a diagnostic

evaluation. Similar behavior problems vlere also found in the

non-RAP group. In addition, Barr and Feuerstein stated that

because the children were rated on so many characteristics,

Ít could be expected that two or three would exhibit

significant differences by chance. The issue is further

muddied by Apley's (1975) observation that 51E of school

children with RAP have no distinguishing behavioral or

personality characteristics and were described as "normal,

average, gfood" ( p. 42) .

The evidence for behavioral and psychological problems

in chitdren who somatize is far from clear. üJhile the

children in Barr and Feurstein's (f983) study exhibited many

of the behavi-ors noted in the non-controLled case studies,

the potential sources of bias in aII studies would make any

definitive statement concerning a common personality or

behavioral profile in these children premature-
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Prognosís

It is dlfficult to assess the prognosj-s of somatlzation

in childhood, ês existing studies are few and poorly controlled-

According to Chrj-stensen and Mortenson (L975) and Apley

(L975), somatizing children are generally believed to lose

their symptoms as they mature. This belief has not been

substantiated in the few longitudinal studies that have been

conducted. In a noncontrolled study, Apley and Hale ( 1973 )

interviewed 60 individuals hospitalized in childhood for

Recurrent Abdominal Paln (RAP). Forty-two were experfencing

RAP as weII as other somatic complaints I to 2O years after

their initial hospitalization. Those who continued to

somatize into adolescence and young adutthood tended to be

male and had parents who somatized. Females had a better

chance of losing their abdominal palns but were more likely

to develop other complaints, such as migraines and menstrual

paÍn. only 2 of 60 cases turned out to have had an organic

basls at the follow-up. In another follow-up study, Christensen

and Mortenson ( 1975 ) compared 34 patients admltted as

children to hospital for RAP with a randomly selected control

group. After 3o years, 18 of the original patients had

persistent abdominal troubles. Vost were given diagnoses of

irritable colon ( a non-inflammatory disorder of the colon

characterized by colic, diarrhea, of constipatj-on). Five of

the former patients suffered from ulcers. The Índex group

had significantly more non-gastrointestinal- symptoms, such as
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migraines and dysmenorrhea, than did the control group.

There appears to be a tendency for children with RAP to

grow up to be adutts with somatic s1'mptoms' rt is difficurt

to state conclusively that this is the case for all children

who somatize. According to DSM-III (APA, 19BO), both the

Psychogenic Pain Disorder and Somatization Disorder can

continue for years. although the course for the latter is

more chronic. It is not clear, however, whether the

individuals in the follow-up studies are representative of

the majority of individuats who somatize. It is unknown at

this time how the factors of severity and frequency of pain

may influence long term prognosis. Epidemiological surveys

do not suggest that somatic symptoms disappear as one ages,

nor do the few longitudinal studies. The available information

regarding somatfzation indicates that it can be a chronic

disorder, but the factors that may influence prognosis are

unknown at this time.
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Etlologv

The tendency to somatize has been conceptualized and

examined as a symptom of depression and, alternatively' as

the result of stress. These two perspectives wíII be

reviewed next, and a new perspective, the Health Belief

Model, wiII be Presented.

Somatization and DePression

It is a widely held belief in medicine and psychology

that depressed persons frequently somatize (Barsky, L979;

Katon, Kleinman, & Rosen, 1982)" Thís belief has persisted

despite a l-ack of empirical evidence linking the two phenomena

(Àrmstrong, Goldbert, & Stewart, 19BO) and the exclusion of

somatization as a diagnostic indicator of depression in DSM-

III (ApA, 19BO). For example, Katon et aI. (L9B2a, L9B2c.) in

a major review of LzO studies concluded that depression vras

the prímary cause of somatization. Depressed persons who

somatize are thought to minimlze or mask the affective

component of their depression and amplify their physical

symptomology. According to Katon et aI. (1982a), this occurs

due to perceptual, cognitive, socioculturat, and childhood

influences. Katon et aI. (f9B2a) suggested that great numbers

of individuals who go to their family physicians with

physical complaints are in reality clinically depressed but

are never properJ_y diagnosed. Instead, their physical

sensations are amplified, and unwary general practitioners
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treat the symptoms and miss the depression entirely"

[,Ihile the number of artic]es that Katon et at" (1982a'

1982b) reviewed is impressive, it is impossible to judge the

accuracy of their conclusions. The authors did not l-nclude

any contradictory findings or methodologlcal critiques'

making it appear that they accepted uncritically the findings

of every study they reviewed. In addition, the exclusion of

somatization in DsM-IIr as a diagnostic indicator of

depression q¡as not addressed.

Childhood Depression and Somatization.

There has been a great deat of controversy concerning

childhood depression. As recently as the late 196O's it was

thought that children could not become depressed (Kashaní,

Barbero, & Bolander, 1981 ). Through research and increased

agreement on the criteria for chitdhood depression, children

are now conceded to become depressed. According to Carlson

and Cantwell (1980), the existing controversy concerns the

form and quality of childhood depression. One position holds

that childhood depression is similar if not identical to

adult depression. This position is best represented by DSM-

III (APA, 19BO). The diagnostic criteria for depression are

virtually identical for children and adults. The essential

feature of depression is thought to be dysphoric mood,

accompanied by apathy, fatigue, Iow self-esteem, problems in

concentration, recurrent thoughts of death, and disturbances
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1n appetite, sleep and activity levels"

An alternative position Ís that children do not express

depression directly" It is only through maladaptive betravíors

such as somatic compJ"aints, hyperactivity, aggressiveness,

and school problems that depression in cbrildren is manifested

(Malmquist, L97La, 1971b). Depression Ís thus thought to be

masked by other behaviors and disorders"

It appears that neither position concerning childhood

depression has found total acceptance. According to Kazdin

and Pettj- (L}BZ) the concept of masked depression has fallen

into disrepute. Research indicates that depression in

children is readily evident through appropriate interview and

diagnostic techniques. For example, Carlson and Cantwell

(1980) examined depressive symptoms in LO2 children between

the ages of 7-L7 referred for psychiatric assessment. AII

children were administered the Beck Children's Depression

Inventory (CDI). The children were then interviewed and

diagnosed usj-ng DSM-III criteria, independent of their scores

on the CDI. Ninety-three chfldren recelved DSM-III Axls I

diagnoses which were spread over five categories: Behavioral

Disorders, Emotional Disorders, Physical Disorders' Psychotic

Disorders, and Affective Disorders. Twenty-eight children

were given a diagnosis of Affective Disorder. Twelve of the

28 had an affective disorder only, and f6 had an affective

dj-sorder accompanied by another disorder such as conduct
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disorder, attention deficit disorder, or anorexia"

AIl 93 chÍldren given DSM-III diagnoses were compared

on their CDI performances and evaluated for dysphoric mood,

Iow self esteem, anhedonia, fatigue, somatic complaints,

suicidal ideation, and hopelessness" There were marked

differences between children with affective disorders' even

those with secondary diagnoses, and those children without

affective disorders. Carlson and Cantwell (1980) state "two-

thirds of the children wlth a diagnosis of affective disorder

and behavíor disorder said they vrere unhappy; only one fifth

of the children with a behavioral disorder alone said they

were unhappy. Children with anorexia nervosa and depression

felt sad. Children with anorexia nervosa alone did not"

(p-aa7).

carlson and cantwell suggest that the behavioral and

emotíonal problems exhibited by children who also have an

affective disorder may have mislead researchers and

clinicians in the past. Whfle these behavioral and emotional

disorders may potentially mask a concomitant affective

disorder, the mask is not that pervasive. The children with

behavioral and emotional disorders with accompanying

depression were more similar to the children with a sole

affective disorder than they vlere to the children who had

only a behavioral or emotional disorder. The question

remains, however, as to the involvement of somatization in
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childhood depression. Cartson and Cantwelt reported that 64*

(N=9) of the children with an affective disorder only

reported somatic compraints' 44t^ (!=¿) of those with an

affective disorder and a behavior disorder reported somatic

complaints, 3o8 (I=g) with a behavior disorder alone reported

somatic compraints, loot (N=s) with an affective disorder and

another disorder reported somatic complaints, and 33& (N=2)

of those children with anorexia reported such complaints.

Unfortunately, Carlson and Cantwell did not determine whether

the differences between the groups were significant.

In conclusion, Carlson and Cantwell were able to

discriminate between depressed and non-depressed children

using DSM-III crj-teria, and found that childhood depressÍon

is not necessarily masked by other behavioral and emotional

problems. There appears to be dissatisfaction with the DSM-

III criterÍa for depression in children, however,

particuJ-arly with the absence of somatization as an important

diagnostic indicator- Many researchers contend that while

childhood depression is not masked, children who are depressed

frequently somatj-ze- Attempts to confirm this hypothesis

have had mixed success and the results are not conclusive.

Kashani et aI. (1981) studied lOO children between the ages

of 7 and L2, hospitalized for known or suspected medical

ilLness. Each chil-d was interviewed and rated on two

diagnostic criteria for depression, namely DSM-III and the

BeIIvue Index of Depression (BID). The BID is similar to
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DSM-III Ín that it consíders dysphorlc mood to be a

prerequisite for a depression diagnosis" It differs from

DSM-III by including somatic complalnts as diagnostic

indicators. Seven of the 1O0 children were diagnosed as

having an affective disorder by both BID and DSM-III" Two

chil-dren met criteria for BID by not DSM-III and were not

included in the analysis. Six of the seven children

diagnosed as depressed reported somatic complaÍnts. Only 118

(N=1O) of the non-depressed children reported such symptoms.

It is difficult to assess the importance of these

findings for several reasons. First, Kashani et aI" (1981)

did not report the number of depressed children who were

found to have organically based diseases. Second, the study

appears to be dealing with the wrong question- It did not

consider the proportion of children who somatize and who are

also clinically depressed. Hughes (1984) attempted in a

limited way to answer this question. He found that of 23

hospitalized children found to have nonorganic RAP, âII were

clinically depressed by DSM-III diagnostic criteria. Hughes

cautions against generali.zing his findings to aII children

who somatize. He stated that "the present approach is an

expanded case report of a cross-sectional sample of a special

group of children and their famllies with clinical observat-

ions by one observer, which has inherent limitations" (p. f54).

These limitations, such as the Iack of a control group and

the l-ack of a randomized sample from inpatient and outpatient
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populations, make it difficult to state conclusively that all

chj-Idren who somatize are cllnicatty depressed- Hodges,

Kline, Barbero and Flanery (1985), in a more methodologically

sound study, compared rates of depression between 3O children

with RAP, 67 children with behavioral disorders such as

conduct disorder, and 42 normal children aged 7-16" The

children were evaluated for depression wÍth the CDI and the

Child Assessment Schedule (CAS), a diagnostic mental status

interview. The group of children with RAP and the normal

group had significantly lower scores on the CDI than did the

behavioral disorder group. The RÀP group did not have any

higher CDI scores than did the normal group. The CAS was

unable to distingulstr between the RAP group and ttre normal

group on the basÍs of depression. Apley's (L975) report that

more that half the school children with RAP whom he studied

were emotionally and behaviorally undistingufshed also

warrants consideration.

It appears that depressed children may complain of

physical symptoms that have no organic basis. It also

appears that chiLdren who somatize may be depressed as weII.

It is not clear, however, what proportion of children who

somatize are depressed, and the contradictory results of

research in the area makes it difficult to reach any firm conclusion

Somatization and Psvchosocial Stress

Rosen et at, (7982) defined somatization as "the
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artlculation of psychosoclal stress by way of physical-

symptomatology" (p. 493)" This is the most widely endorsed

etiology of somatization. The term psychogenlc is often used

in this context to descrÍbe the symptoms" Many researchers

have adopted the view that somatization ín childhood is a

direct response to stressors in the environment, such as

family problems, school dÍfficutties, and parental conflÍct-

This position is advocated by Apley (Apley, L975; Apley et

âI., L}TB) who has conducted extensive work with children

with recurrent abdominal pain and who is considered an

authority on somatization in childhood. Barr and Feuerstein

(1983), in a critical review of Apley's work, stated that

while RAP is only one form of somatization, it is

prototypical of aIl types of childhood somatization and the

conclusions that Apley has drawn about the etiology of RAP

can be extended to other forms of chitdhood somatization.

Barr and Feuerstein ( 1983 ) stated that Apley ( 1975 ) has

proposed three criteria for diagnosing RAP as a stress-

related disorder:

1 ) Evidence should contraindicate an organic etiology-

2) There must be evidence that the child is exhibiting
emotional or behavioral disturbances, and that
physical symptoms are exacerbated when stress
increases.

3 ) Symptoms should subside as emotional tension is
removed through treatment.
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According to Barr and Feuersteln (1983), Apleyrs first

criterion has been substantiated" An organic cause is rarely

found in somatization. The evidence for the other two criteria

is not as clear cut, however, and wíII be discussed in some

detail.

Apley's second criterion stated that the child must

show signs of emotional or behavÍoral disturbances, and that

the physical symptoms must worsen when stress increases. Thís

criterion is two-fold. In addítion to behavioral or

emotional disturbances, there must be a temporal relatíonship

between environmental stress and symptoms. There is some

positive evidence to suggest that children with RÀP, Iike

children with other non-organíc symptoms, exhibit emotional

and behavioral disturbances. Barr and Feuerstein (1983)

stated that while clinical reports suggest children with RAP

experience many environmental stressors, few controlled

studies have been conducted to verify such observations.

Hodges, Kline, Barbero and Flanery (1984) Ín their

comparison of 30 children with RÀP, 67 children with a

behavioral disorder and 42 normal children attempted to

assess environmental stresses in these three groups by

measuring the number of stressful life events experienced

by the children and their families during the 12 months

preceding the study. Lj-fe events, such as moving to a nevl

locaJ-ity, the death of spouse or child, obtaining a new job,

and losing or gaining friends, were measured with the

Coddington Life Events Inventory and the Schedule of Recent
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Experience" It was found that the chlldren in the RAP group,

and the ctrildren in the behavloral disorder group reported

experiencing significantly more stressful life events than

did the children in the normal group. In addj-tion, it was

found that compared to the behavior disorder group and the

normal group, the RAP group reported experiencing significantly

more health-related stressors such as hospitalization, sibling

death, parental or sibling illness or hospitalization, and

grandparent death. Hodges et aI. (f984) cautioned, however,

that their findings were made ungeneralizable to aII children

with RAP because the subjects were not matched, and the

normal children came from families who reported experiencing

fewer stressful events than expected. The problems noted by

Hodges et al. ( 1984 ) in generalizing their findings are

representative of the problems substantiating Apleyrs second

criteria" It has not been possible to document a clear

temporal relationship between the occurrence of the stressors

and the onset or occurrence of symptoms. It is also not

clear how stressful Iife events such as marital discord,

family arguments, sibling iIIness, parental hospitalization,

changes in envj-ronment, ot schooÌ entrance maintain

somatization over time. In addition, there is no conclusive

evidence to suggest that children with RAP experlence more

stressors than do children without RAP, nor is it known if

children with RAP cope with stress differently than do

symptom free chil-dren.
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In summary, while there is evidence to suggest that

children with RAP do exhibit emotíonal and behavíoral

problems, the evidence Iinking environmental stressors to the

precipitance and maintenance of symptoms is not clear"

Certainly, anecdotal and clinical reports implicate stress

and stressful- events in RAP. It is not known what importance

these stressful events have or if children who somatize use

different coping strategies.

Apley's thj-rd criterion stated that symptoms shoutd

subside as emotional tension is removed through therapy-

There is no substantive evidence to support this criterion.

Treatment strategies utilizÍng behavior modification

techniques (Vùooley, BIackwell, & Winget, L97B) and a famiJ-y

systems approach (Lej-bman, Honig & Berger, L977 ) have

reported success in treating psychogenic or somatic pain-

However, these treatment strategies did not attempt to reduce

psychosocial or emotional stress as suggested by Apl-ey,

although there may have been an indirect reduction of stress

through the interventions. For example, Wooley et aI-

( 1978 ), in treating 3O0 inpatients with a variety of chronic

illness behaviors (chronic headache, chronic psychogenic or

somatic pain, uncontrollable diabetes, anorexia), presumed

that such behaviors were perpetuated by social reinforcements

from family members and secondary gains from being sick-

Treatment consisted of reducing social reinforcements for the

pain behavior, increasing independent care giving and copi-ng
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behavior, improvj-ng social skills, and self control of

symptoms through biofeedback" A one-year follow-up of 36

patients indicated that 26 had few or no problems wÍth

physical symptoms; 10 continued to have physical problems and

vlere considered program faílures.

It is unctear whether reducing psychosocial stress will

reduce somatic symptoms. No evidence currently exists that

indicates a direct retationship between stress-reduction and

symptom amelioration. Effective treatment strategies exÍst

but they do not explicitly aim to reduce stress or tension.

Conceptualizing somatization as a stress related

disorder can be criticized on several grounds. Simply

stating that stress caused RAP or headache in a child tells

very little why that particular child responded in that

particular way. In making such a statement it is also

necessary to propose a general mechanism of causality- In

addition, such a conceptualization does not explain how such

a response to stress could be maÍntained over many years and

across many situations. Viewing somatization as simply a

stress reaction tel-Is us virtually nothing about those who

somatize, the somatization experience, the stress that is

supposedly causing the reaction, or the factors that may

maintain it.

Godkin and Rice ( fg81 ) comment that methodological

probJ-ems in stress research have made it virtually impossible
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to determine whether causal relationshíps exits between

psychosocial stress and il-Iness behaviors like somatÍzatÍon"

Many studies have relÍed on retrospective designs" In

addition, researchers have used as subjects indlviduals with

a particular disease and then have attempted to measure the

stressful events that occurred prior to the onset of the

disease. The potential sources of bias in these studies,

such as inaccurate recalI and nonrepresentative populations,

make it difficult to show with any certainty what causal

relationships between stress and illness may exist. In

addition, Godkin and Rice comment that the retiance on

clinicaJ- populations for subjects may confound stress events

with behavioral patterns. By this, Godkin and Rice imply

that such select poputations may, besides experiencing

stress, also display patterns of behaviors related to health

facifity utilj.zation and help seeking that other individuals

with similar stress and illness experiences do not dÍsplay.

This observation suggests that it may be profitable to

determine whether those who somatize hold different health-

related beliefs than do those who do not somatize- It 1s the

aim of this study to investigate the health-related beliefs

of children who somatize, utilizing the Health BeIief Model.

The Health Belief Model

The HeaIth

1950's to predict

BeIief Model (HBM) was

the probabiLity of an

developed in the late

individual engaging
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in preventive health behaviors such as immunization and

regular medical checkups. According to Cockerham (1-9BZ), the

model is based on Kurt Lewin's value expectancy theory, which

conceptualizes human behavior as occurring in a life space

consisting of regions with positive and negative values or

valences. People are assumed to be attracted to or repelled

from a region in the life space (i-e., from performing or not

performing a particular behavior) depending upon the region's

value or valence. Cockerham related this to illness by stating:

An illness would be a negative
valence, and would have the effect
of pushing a person away from that
region unl-ess doing so would cause
the person to enter a region of even
greater negative valence (e.9.,
risking disease might be less
negative than failing at an
important task). Thus, a Personrs
behavior might be viewed as the
result of seeking regJ-ons which
offer the most attractive values (p"
91) -

In Lewin's theory, according to Cockerham, the chance

of a behavior occurring depends upon the perceived value of

the outcome of the behavior and the belief that engaging in

the behavior wil-1 produce the expected outcome. The influence

of Lewin's theory can be seen in the description of the original

HBM by Becker et at- (L977), who stated:

"As it was originally conceived, the
HeaIth BeIief ModeI hypothesized that
persons wj-l-l- generally not seek prevent-
ive care or health screening unless they
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possess mlnlmal levels of relevant health
motÍvation and knowledge, view themselves
as potentially vulnerable and the
conditton as threatening, are convinced
to the efficacy of the intervention, and
see few difficulties undertaking the
recommended action" (p. 29).

The model has been expanded over the years and the

variables thought to influence health-related actions have

been made more explicit. The following diagram represents

the HBM as currently formulated (see Figure 1). The HBM

attempts to predict how likely the health-related action is

to occur and to identify the factors that influence the

l-ikelihood of the action. The four major variables in the

model are readiness to take action (determÍned by perceived

susceptibility to health probtems), perceived benefit of

taking action, cues to action (internal, such as phtysical

symptoms, ot external, such as media messages), and modifying

factors. According to Stone (1980), the model onty makes

relative, âs opposed to absolute, predictions. "Ttte theory

does not specify what the functions are that relate these

variables, nor how the the vatues of the varÍables arlse and

change" (p. 73). Using the decision to obtain the chest x-

ray for tubercutosis screening as an example, the HBM would

predict that a woman who perceived herself to be susceptible

to tuberculosis. felt that the benefit of obtaining an x-ray

was greater than the cost (such as time, money, pain), and

who had been exposed to a medla message about tuberculosis,

woul-d be more Ìikely to obtain a chest x-ray than a woman who
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FIGURE 1

The Health Belief Model
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did not feel susceptible to tuberculosis, felt that the cost

of obtaining one was greater than any benefit that could be

gained by one, and who had not been exposed to any media

message concerning the dangers of tuberculosis" Modifyíng

factors are not considered to be direct causes of health

actions in the HBM, accordíng to Becker (L979), but are

considered to influence aII of the model's belief dimensions.

Cockerham (1982) stated that the HBM has been applied

with success in predicting a variety of health behaviors such

as receiving influenza vaccinations, getting dental treatment,

and dietary compliance in obese children- Cockerham states

"help seeking behavior 1^¡as observed in each of these studies

to be based upon the value of the perceived outcome

( avoidance of personal vulnerability) and the expectation

that preventive action would result in that outcome" (p- 93)-

Stone ( 19BO ) stated that the HBM has received much interest

and attention since its inception, and has spawned a considerable

body of research over the years. Stone cautfons, however,

that the model- is constantly evolving and should not be

considered completed.

one reason for the need to adjust and alter the HBM has

been the attempt to anatyze non-preventive health care

behaviors such as ill-ness behaviors and sick role behaviors

with the HBM approach. In order to predict the occurrence of

these behaviors, researchers have developed models that are
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not ldentical- to the HBM as reported by cockerham (1982)' yet

containsimitaroridentÍcalpredictivevariables(Becker'

LgTg; Cummings, Becker' & Maile, 19BO; Kirscht' L974) "

Indeed,somanymodelshravebeendevelopedthatitisoften

difficulttodeterminewhatvariablesareimportantin

predictinghealth_relatedbehaviorsandwhatmode}ismost

approPriate to use as a framework'

Cummings et at' (1980)' in response to the confusion

generatedbytheburgeoningnumberoftheoreticallydÍstinct

models, analyzed the 14 most prominent to determine wtrat

factors, íf aDY, vlere held in common' It was felt that

despitethediversityintheoreticalperspectives,Iabels'

andterms,theactualconceptsusedtopredicthealth-related

behaviors j-n each model were very similar' Cummings et aI"

(1980)foundthatthe14models,includingtheHBM,contained

lo0variablesdeemedtobeimportantinpredictingand

understandinghealth_relatedbehaviors.Theauthorsofthe

original models were asked to serve as raters in comparing

the set of loo variables and placing them in categories based

onsimilarity.Thestructuralsimilaritiesbetweenthe

moders were assessed using a Smarrest Space Anarysis, which

isamethodofnonparametricmultidimensionalscaling.This

analysiswoulddeterminethemagnitudeofrelatednessbetween

variables by counting across raters the number of times a

pair of variables was grouped together' Cummings et aI'

(1980) found that the variables fell into six distinct clusters:
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1 ) Factors related to accessibility to health

services, such as availabitity of health care

and the abitity to pay for health services"

2) Factors related to the indívidualrs attitudes

toward health care, such as the perceived benefits

of seeking care, the perceived value of health,

attitudes toward heatth care providers, and the

perception that health actions wÍII lead to

desi-red outcomes. The term Health Motivati-ons vlas

used in the HBM to refer to these attitudes.

3) Factors related to knowledge about disease, such

as knowledge about symptoms, etiology, and

prognosis of various diseases.

4) Factors related to the threat of illness, such as

perceived susceptibility to illness, symptom

sensitivity, perceived seriousness and severity of

illness.

5 ) Factors related to an individual-'s social network,

such as social norms which affect health actions

social support for taking health actions, and the

degree to whÍch symptoms may disrupt social

activities.

6 ) Demographic characteristics. such as income,

educational- J-eveI, and social status.
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cummings et aI" (1980) poÍnted out that this study only

attempted to clarify the general factors that the major models

of health-related behavior deem to be important" The next step

involves determíning how these factors interact to influence

specific health-related actions. Cummings et aI" (1980) stated:

The attribution of causal factors can be
accomplished through causal models which
incorporated theory, knowledge about the
population, know)-edge about the setting,
and knowledge about the specific behavior
under investigation (P. 139).

cummings et aI. (1980) do not advocate any one model to

explaÍn all health-rel-ated behaviors. Instead they suggest

that researchers utilize the six general factors along with a

specífic theory appropriate for the health-related behavior

in question. Somatízation is an illness behavior, and it

will be analyzed ín terms of the HBM and the factors

generated by Cummings et al. (1980).

Illness Behavior, Somatization, and Health Beliefs

Kirscht (L974) stated that the basic questions

concerning j-Ilness behaviors are what will people do when

faced with symptoms and why wiII they do it: Mechanic (J-962)

defined iIl-ness behaviors as "the ways in which given

symptoms may be differentially perceived. evaluated. and

acted (or not acted) upon by different kinds of persons" (p.

198). Becker (L979), a proponent of the HBM, believes that
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illness behaviors can be analysed ín HBM terms" Becker (L979)

and Mechanic (1978) hawe contended that illness behavior

begins with the experlence of slrmptoms" Becker (1979 ) stated

that in the HBM:

Symptoms may have a dual role: as cues
regarding the presence of condítions (in
the HBM sense of "cues to action" ) and as
often-disruptive threats to functioning in
themselves (p. 260).

Becker (L979) continued translating illness behaviors

into HBM terms by stating that the determination of a health

action as benefÍcial could involve how well the action

atleviated symptoms and/or if the action resulted in a

permanent remedy of the symptoms. Becker also hypothesízed

that the perception of symptoms is closely related to the HBM

variable of perceived vulnerability-

Kirscht (L974), coming directly from the HBM tradition,

has more formally conceptua)-ized how illness behavior can be

explained in HBM terms. Kirscht (L974) feels that the key

factors determinÍng illness behaviors are:

I ) Health motivations. or the degree of concern for

health matters. Health motivations are aroused

when symptoms occur"

2) The threat posed by the symptoms- This includes

physical harm and interference with day to day

functioning.
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The benefits, efficacy, or value of an action to

reduce threat, such as staying home 1n bed, going

to the doctor, or reporting pain and s1'rnptoms.

4',) The barriers or cost of actions.

Kirscht's model of illness behavior is portrayed in

Figure 2. Becker (L979), Mechanic (L978), and Kirscht (L974)

have suggested that the symptom experience is essential for

any illness behavior to occur- The HBM approach to lllness

behaviors assumes that an individual evaluates vulnerabilíty,

threat, benefits of taking action, and barriers to action-

The model atso posits that variables such as sociocultural

influences, personality factors, and demographic characteristics

influence illness behaviors. The modet does not state how

aII the proposed variables interact to influence illness

behavior, nor what variabtes other than the symptom

experience are most important in predicting illness

behaviors. The model assumes that what one believes about

heatth and illness is essential in determining how a person

wj.ll behave regarding his or her health.

3)

According to Jordan and O'Grady (1983), it has not

easy to determine how one's health beliefs affect one's

illness behavior. The original HBM on which researchers

based their approaches is intended to predict preventive

care behavior. It is thus health oriented and tries to

determine what people will do regarding their health in

been

have

hea I th

an
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FIGURE 2

The Health Belief ModeI of fllness Behavior
(Kirscht ' L97 4)
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asymptomatic state. The concern with illness behaviors, on

the other hand, involves people's actions when they are symptomatic-

This difference in emphasis has not been addressed in any depth

in the literature and it appears that it is not considered a

serious problem" A more serious'problem, according to Jordan

and o'Grady, is a methodological one stemming from the

diversity of ÍIlness behavior" The original HBM accounts for

only one class of behaviors. It is assumed that possessing

the "proper" combination of health beliefs (such as believing

that one is susceptibJ-e to disease and that there are benefits

in taking preventative actions) wiII predict whether or not anY

preventative action wil]- be taken. IIIness behavÍor, oR the other

hand, is an exceedingly variable concept. Researctrers have studied

how people interpret symptoms, decisions to seek care, decisions to

self treat, admitting pain. delaying seeking diagnosis in the face

of symptoms, and medicat facility use. AIl are influenced by

dj-fferent factors. As Jordan and O'Grady state, "the relation-

ship between health beliefs and illness behaviors depends on

the outcome measures employed" (p. 63)- For example, the

perception of increased symptom severity is thought to be the

most influential belief related to medical facility utilization-

However, the willingness to admit pain and to report symptoms

appears to depend upon age, sex, and personal- bel-iefs about

vulnerability (CampbelI, L975; Mechanic, L964) -

Somatization as lllness Behavior

The HBM approach to illness behavior considers the
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symptom experience and its interpretation as the key factors

in determining íI1ness behaviors. The modet presumes that

an evaÌuative decÍsion-making process takes place at Some

level in which threat and severity are assessed, the benefits

and barriers of action are weighed, and modífying factors

and health motivations interact to determine what action

will be taken. Somatization, Ín terms of the HBM and the

factors generated by Cummings et aI. (1980), would involve

several stages culminating in a decision to seek treatment:

Perception of a physiological sensatlon

(possibry due to increased stress with

concomitant physiological arousal ).

Interpretation of the sensation as a symptom-

This could involve an anaì-ysis of severity

along with an analysis of potential threat.

This step involves a subjective assessment of

vulnerability to iIIness, disease, or accident.

Mechanic's (L972) supposition that individuals

who somatíze err in symptom attribution is

relevant to this step. It may be that persons

who somatize interpret many physÍ-ologicaI sensations

as symptoms and perceive those symptoms as

threatening. If individual-s perceived themselves

as vulnerabte to illness and felt that the threat

was great enough, then the next step could be taken-

1)

2)
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Symptom reporting to self or others" This step

is dependent upon the índividualts wíllingness

to admit pafn. It is also dependent upon the

amount of social support an individual would

received for reporting s1'mptoms "

Decision regarding treatment. In this step, a

person can decide to not seek treatment, to self-

treat, or to seek treatment by others such as

health professionals.

It is the decision to seek treatment from health professionals

that is of particular interest to somatization and the HBM.

rn this case, âs in s1'rnptom reporting, âû individuar must

receive social support for takíng a health-related action.

Assuming that health care is accessible and affordable, seeking

treatment is more likely to occur when an individual perceives

that the action is in accordance with sociat norms, values

and expectations. In addition, Cummings et aI. (1980) reported

that an individual must feel ttre benefits of taking a health

action outweigh the cost. The HBM would also predict that an

individual must believe the action ( such as going to the

doctor) to be beneficial in reducing susceptibility and threat,

and that taking the action wiII lead to the desired outcome

( i.e., getting wel-I). The originat HBM was developed in

order to increase preventive health behavior. This would

have the effect of increasing health facility utilization

3)

4)
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(Becker et âI., L977)" SomatÍzation could be viewed as a

problem of health faci]ity over-utilization" It could be

that a person who somatizes perceives that the most

efficacious method of achieving a desired health outcome

lies Ín seeking treatment from others- It may be that

individuals $¡ho somatize lack a sense of self-efficacy

regarding their ability to care for their ovtn health. The

attitude concerning self-efficacy and control of health,

termed Hea]th Locus of Control-, has received some attention

in the literature (I,tallston $.. Wal}ston, L97B ) and will be

discussed in some detail later"

In summary, the HBM would predict that. relative to

those who do nOt somatize, persons who Somatize feel more

susceptible to illness and accident, receive more support

from significant others for reporting symptoms and going to

the doctor, and feel less self-efficacious in taking care of

their own health. Utilizing Figure 2, it can be seen that

demographic characteristics act as modifying factors and are

influentj-al at aII stages of the process.

Criticism of the HBM Approach to Somatization

According to Stone (1980), a maior criticism of the

origj-nal Health BeIief Model is its overemphasis on concepts

that are abstract and difficult to qualify- This critisism

can be applied to the extended model for illness behaviors as

weII. l,rlhile this criticism is cause for concern, it does not
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appear that it has hampered the ability of the original model

to serve as a framework for understanding health behaviors.

Despite the conceptual abstractness, it has been possible to

successfully predict health behaviors usÍng the original HBM.

Jordan and OrGrady (1983) and Cummings et aI" (1980) have

commented that there is a greater need for preclseness and

specificity in extending the HBM to illness and sÍck role

behaviors. It may be more difficult to predict illness

behaviors using an extension of the HBM due to the complexity

the behaviors in question and the abstractness of the model.

Àn important questÍon that remains to be addressed

concerns children's hrealth-related beliefs. This question

and the way the HBM can be applied to children will be

discussed next.

Childrenrs llealth Beliefs and lllness Behaviors

Children have been virtually ignored Ín the health

belief literature. Until recently, it was not known what

children thought about illness and health concepts, or if

they were even capable of thinking about such concepts.

Evidence from the developmental psychology literature

indicates that children are not passive observers of j-IIness

in themselves or in others. They attempt to understand and

explain the things they see and experience. Perhaps no

theory of thinking and casual reasoning in children has been
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more influentiaL than that of Jean Piaget. Piaget theorized

that intellectual growth following an orderly sequence of

dj-screte stages" Piaget (L929, 1930) noted that the ability

of children to comprehend and offer causal explanations of a

variety of phenomena such as dreams, the wind, and the origin

of the sum and moon changed and progressed with age. Recently,

child development researchers have begun to investigate how

chil-dren comprehend and offer causal explanations of a

variety of content a-.r:ea.s related to heafth and il-l-nessz sìrch

as human reproduction (Bernstein & Cowan, 1975), death

(Koocher, L973), and contagion (Kister & Patterson. 19BO)-

The results of this research indj-cate that the abÍtity of

children to understand and explain health and illness also

fol-Ìows a sequence of stages that correspond to Piaget's

theory of cognitive development.

Piaget proposed four general stages of cognitive

development that children experience in an Ínvariant sequence

at approximately the same ages. The first stage, the

sensorimotor, is characteristic of child thought from birth

to two years. Children in this age group are too young to

understand heatth and itlness concepts, and no further

mention wiII be made of sensorimotor development. It is

during the second major Piagetian stage, the preoperational,

that children are first abte to form concepts. Duri-ng this

stage, which occurs approximately between the ages of two and

six, children become able to think symbolicaJ-J-y. This means
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that chÍldren are able to use language and to imagine objects

when they are not present" Children in the preoperatlonal

stage are egocentric; they are unabre to vlew any sftuation

from more than one perspective. These children are bound to

their own immediate, subjective experience, and the only

perspective from which they can see the world is their or¡¡n.

AIso characteristic of chi-Id thought during this stage are

animism (attributing life to inanimate objects), artificial-

ism (the belief that everything in the world is designed and

designed by humans), transductive reasoning (A causes B,

threrefore B causes A), centering (concentrating on a single

aspect or part of an experience or object while excluding all

other features of the experience or obiect), and the

inability to see processes as reversible.

The third, or concrete-operation stage, which occurs

approximately between the ages of 7 and 11, marks a

significant shift from child thought at the previous stage.

While thought is still limited to concrete experience (i.e.,

children at this stage cannot think hypothetically) concrete-

operational children are not bound to thej-r own immediate,

subjective, perceptions and can view a situation from more

than one angle or perspective. Thought during this stage is

much less egocentric than in preceding stages and children

can now conceptualize processes as reversible. The concrete-

operational child is able to use elementary logic to arrive

at causal explanations
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The fourth or formal-operation stage, which is reached

by most children by the age of 11 or L2, is characterized by

the ability to think hypothetically and abstractly" This

stage of cognitive development most closely approximates

adult thinking" Piaget and Inhelder (1969) state that

children at the formal operational level still do not think

Iike adults 1n that they are just beginning to use adult

Iogic and are just setting the stage for adult thinking"

Researchers have utiJ-ized Piagetian theory to determine

how children conceptual-íze health and iIIness. For example,

Bibace and htalsh (1980) tested 72 children at three different

age groups ( four, seven, and eteven) with a Concept of

IIIness Protocol. This consisted of 12 questions, each

probing a single subject such as measles, headaches, and

germs. From the responses generated by the children in their

sample, the authors identified types of explanations that

varied as a function of the children's development level.

Besides a category of incomprehension 1n which the children's

responses did not appty to the questions, the authors found

two subcategories of responses in each major Piagetian stage-

In the preoperational stage, children defined and

explained illness in terms of Phenominism (defining illness

as a single external symptom such as a sight or sound

associated with the illness) and Contagion (iLlness is
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acguired through spatial or temporal contiguity with sick

persons). For example, phenomÍnistic response to the

question "what iS a heart attack?" was " a heart attack is

falling on your back" (p. 29O'). A contagion response to "hoI^I

do people get measles from other people?" was "you walk near

them" (p" 29L).

At the concrete-operational stage, children defined

illness in terms of Contamination (naughtj-ness or contact

with germs and dirt can cause illness ) and Internallzation

( illness as being in an over-all or global sense inside the

body). Thus, a contamination response to the question "hot^I

do people get cancer?" was "smoking without their mother's

permission" (p. 293). Internalization responses were

characterized by the child having some knowledge of the

specific body organs involved but not being able to describe

how these organs malfunctioned in a physiological sense. For

example, a response to "ho\n¡ do germs give you a cold?" was

',the germs get in your blood. They give you a cold, I guess"

(p- 294).

FinalIy, at the formal-operational level, children

defined illness in terms of the Physiological ( illness

involves the malfunction of internal, physiological

structures ) and the Psychophysiological ( it j-s possible for

feelings and thoughts, io addition to physiologicaJ- events,

to effect the body and its function). A physiological
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response to "what 1s a heart attack:" was "a heart attack is

when the heart stops pumping blood to the rest of the body"

A person faints, stops breathing, and collapses" (p" 295).

A Psychophysíologícal response to the same question was "a

heart attack is from being aII nerve racked and weary"

(p- 2e6) -

Results showed that in the four year oì-d group, 1-2-5&

gave phenoministic explanatj-ons, 70. B* gave contagion explanat-

ions, and L6.7* gave contamination explanations" In the

seven year old group 16-7* gave contagion explanations, and

75E gave contamination explanations whil-e B.3t gave

internalization explanations. In the 11 year old group 258

gave internatization response, 70.88 gave physiological

responses and 4.2* gave psychophysiological responses.

Children's conceptualizations of illness appear to be

tied to l-evel of congnitive development- It is important to

note that, irr Bibace and tJalsh's study, children as young as

four years of age were able to offer casual explanations of

health and illness concepts.

In addition to ignorance of children's thought about

health and illness, children have been ignored in the health

belief literature because they do not normally decide to seek

medical care. Such decisions are made by parents or other

adult caregivers. It would seem logical then to study only

adult decÍsion making and adult health beliefs as they affect
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health facility utilization by chlIdren. However, as Jordan

and o'Grady (1983) have contended, it appears that the

child's health beli-efs are most influential in reporting

symptoms and pain. Lewis and Lewis (1982) reviewed the

literature regarding the determinants of children's health-

related beliefs and behaviors. They stated that the foremost

factors determining health beliefs and behaviors are those

associated directly with the child, such as self-concept and

cognitive styJ-e.

lrJhile research concerning children' s health-related

beliefs and behaviors is sparse, there is no evidence to

suggest that the HBM cannot be utj-l- ízed to evaluate

children's ilfness behaviors. How then can the HBM be

applied to childhood somatization? The HBM woutd postulate

that it is the aggregate of health-related beliefs held by an

individual that determine his or her health-related actions'

This aggregate can be conceptualized using the six factors

(see pp. 30-31) generated by cummings et aI. (1980). OnIy

three of the factors wiLl be considered in this proposal'

Accessibility to health care wiII not be considered in this

proposal as it is the parent or adult caregivers who

determine the chil-d's accessibitity and, thus, is a variable

beyond the researcher's immedj-ate control. Knowledge of

health and disease wiII not be considered because the HBM

does not explain adequately how this variable relates to

iltness behaviors, making it extremely difficult to use
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health knowledge as a predlctor of fllness behavlor"

Demographic characteristics wíIl not be considered either.

There is too much conflicting and incomplete demographic

evidence regarding somatizatÍon to consider socíodemographic

variables to be useful predictors" Becker (L979 ) stated:

Unfortunately, emphasis on demographlcs
and socioeconomic correlates, while
providing important information for
health planners and poticy makers, has
offered little insight into the
determinants of health behavíor (p. 253).

Becker commented that, in addition to fnconsistency and Iack

of utility, a consistent relationship between demographic

factors and a particular health behavior does not by itself

expJ-ain the behavior. The emphasis of this proposal is the

particular beliefs that children hold regarding their health-

As so little is known about children's health and il-Iness

beliefs, and as the evidence regarding demographic

characteristics is contradictory and inconclusive, the health

and illness beliefs encompassed in the three remaining

factors will be the focus of this proposal.

The three remaining factors, attitudes toward health

care, perceived vulnerability, and social network factors,

will now be considered in detail.
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Attitudes Toçuard Health: ÍIealth Locus of Control

Heatth Locus of Control (HLC) refers to the beliefs

people have concerning the controllability of the state of

their health. HLC is a concept derived from Rotter's (1966)

theory of internal-external control- Searcy and Hawkins-

Searcy (1979) stated:

The locus of control concePt is
characterized as distributing individual.s
according to the degree to which they
accept personal responsibility for what
happens to them. Persons characterized as
having external locus of control then to
perceive what happens to them as contíngent
on forces beyond theír personal control.
Persons chraracterized as having Ínternal
Ìocus of control tend to Perceive
reinforcements as being a consequence of
their own actions (p. 75) -

More specifically, those with internal HLC believe that

their health can be controlled through the actions they

themselves take. Those with external HLC tend to believe

that the state of their heal-th is prÍmarily due to chance or

forces beyond their control. WalIston and Watlston (f978)

stated that general locus of control has been studied in the

context of such behaviors as smoking, bÍrth control, weight

Ioss, and adherence with medical regimens. This research has

found, using both generat locus of control measures and

specific HLC scales, that those who believe that reinforce-

ment is contingent on their behavior (i.e., internals) are

more likely to be nonsntokers, to wear seat belts, and to

practice contraception- External-s, or those who believe that
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reinforcement is not contingent on their betravior, have been

found to use birth control less often than externals, to do

less well in weÍght loss programs, and to know less about

their illnesses when sick.

There has been virtually no research concerning HLC in

children who somatize" The Chitdren's Health Locus of

Control Scale (CHLC) (Parcel & Meyer, L97B) has been developed

to investigate this variable in children, and has been used

successfully to assess HLC in children with juvenile diabetes

(Moffatt & Pless, t983), asthma, sej-zure disorders, and

unspecified orthopedic conditions (Perrin & Shapiro, 1985).

It J-s thought that locus of control belief are determined

relatively early in life. Internal locus of control has been

associated with famity environments that provide children

with nurturance, acceptance, consistent discipline, and

reinforcement contingent upon behavlor (Lau, L9B2). External

locus of control has been associated with unresponsive

environments which do not provide children with reinforcement

contingent upon their behavior. Accordingly, middle class

children, who generally have more opportunities for

successful control of their environments, have been found to

score more internally on locus of control measures than have

children from poor families (Searcy & Hawkins-Searcy, J.979).

It has also been established that internatity increases with

age, suggesting that locus of control may be associated in

some way with congnitive development ( Parcel- & Meyer, L97B;
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Perrin & Strapiro, 1985; Searcy &. Hawkins-Searcy, L979)"

Research related to personality and emotÍonal factors

has found that, âs in adutts, internal locus of control in

chil-dren is associated with positive emotional adJustment and

high self-esteen. External locus of control Ín children has

been found to be associated with anxiety, emotional disturb-

ances and low self-esteem (SearcY & Hawkins-Searcy, L979)"

Most of the research concernj-ng locus of control and its

relationship to sociodemographic and psychological variables

has been correlational in nature. As a result, a causal

relationship between a particular locus of control betief and

a particular emotional state cannot be confirmed" However,

it appears that external Iocus of control Ís associated more

closely with behavioral and emotional maladjustment; it

would perhaps follow that external locus of control could

also be associated with maladaptive illness behaviors suckr as

somatization. There has been no published research

concerning this possibJ-e relationship.

Parcel and Meyer (L978) suggested that health locus of

control could be used to operationalize the Health Motivation

variable in the HBM. They state:

I,rlithin the heaLth belief model,
a behavioral outcome can be related
to the general variable "health
motivation" (readiness). One
component of readiness may be an
individual's perceived source
reinforcement for engaging in goal
directed behavior related to health (p. 50).
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It may appear that there is a ì-ogícal inconsistency Ín

proposing that somatÍzation is associated with external }ocus

of control. If externals do lndeed somatize more than

internals, (i.e., report symptoms and go the the doctor more

often), why would they seek medical care if they don't

believe that their actions have any impact upon their health

status? This contradiction can be resolved from several

perspectives. Going to the doctor when one feels iII is an

accepted practice in North America. One could seek medical

care out of habit and stitt not feel that the action would

have any impact on health status. In addition, medical

practitioners seem to be accorded a great deal of competence

by the general population. An individual may not be able to

control his or her health, but a physician surely can. The

issue with Health Locus of Control and illness behavior may

not be soley one of perceived source of reinforcement, but

may also involve self-efficacy. Individuals who somatize may

feel that only others can control their health-

Perceived ttlqe=gÞil!¡!X-'- Perceived vulnerability to

illness is a concept derived from the original HBM and is

considered to be an important variable in taking any health-

related action. Gochman (L97O, L97L) has investigated

perceived vul-nerability in children as it relates to

preventive health actions. In an exploratory study to

determine children's normative perceptions of
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vulnerability to ilIness, Gochman (I97O) asked 134 middle

class white children between the ages of 7 and 17 to

speculate how likely they were to be stricken j.n the next

year with 10 illnesses and accÍdents such as colds, sore

throats, poison ity, and tooth ache. The subjects responded

to the questionnaire utj-Iizing a seven point likert-type

scale. Gochman (1970) found upon analysis of the responses

that there was a great deal of individual consistency in the

subjects' expectations of getting sick or having an

accident. Chifdren who felt they were very likely to catch a

cold also felt they were very likety to get a tooth ache.

Children who didn't feel as though they were like1y to have a

bad accident also felt it was unlikely they would get a sore

throat" Gochman ( 1970 ) found no significant differences

between the response of younger and otder subjects" There

were significant sex differences, however. Boys perceived

themselves to be at a significantly Iower risk for sore

throats and colds than did girls and had a significantly

higher expectations of stayj-ng healthy than did girls.

Social Network Factors- The Iast factor mentioned

by Cummings et al. ( 1980 ) as being important in

predicting health-related behaviors is the social network.

Mechanic ( 19BO ) suggested that the way people experience

and report common physJ-caI compJ-aints and symptoms is

determined to a great extent by parental behavior
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during childhood" In a longitudinal study of the health-

related behaviors of children first studied in L964, Mechanic

interviewed 350 young adults about their current health

status, physical symptoms, and health attitudes, and obtained

retrospective reports of parental behavíors in varÍous

situations. This data was then correlated with the data

collected in the earlier study (Mechanic, L964), such as

child health history, and maternal health, iIIness, and sick

role behaviors. Results showed that those young adults who

reported the fewest symptoms remembered their parents as

concertedly teaching positive (undefined) health care

behaviors, encouraging positive (undefined) health attitudes,

and not attending to minor ÍIlnesses Ín their children.

Those young adults whose parents responded excessively to

minor physical illnesses, who did not teach positive health

care behaviors, and who were physically abusive. reported

more physical symptoms in the 19BO study" Mechanic (1980)

suggested that such parental behaviors cause chlldren to

monitor their internal physical state closely, and that this

behavior persists as a pattern of ill-ness behavior into

adulthood. It j-s unclear how abuse and neglecting to teach

health care behaviors could lead these children to monitor

their internal physical states and Mechanic ( f9B0 ) did not

offer any further explanation. Physicat abuse could,

perhaps, cause anxiety about health status, while neglect

could reinforce external l-ocus of controL - There has been no
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other published research to indicate the extent to whÍch

illness behaviors are learned ín the family"

It certainly makes sense at an intuitive level that

children who report symptoms and continue to do so over time

are reinforced by their parents or other adult care givers

for doing so. Unfortunately, l4echanic's (1980) study is far

form conclusive, given that l-t relies partially on retrospect

,-ive data. It may be that children who somatÍze are reln-

forced by their parents for reporting symptoms and are

further reinforced for their behavior by bej-ng taken to the

doctor. There is no substantive evidence to confirm this,

however-

Children may also learn from parents when physiological

sensations should or should not be interpreted as s1'mptoms-

It may be that children who somatize have l-earned to label

most physiologicar sensations as s1'mptoms and to interpret

those symptoms as threatening by observing their parents or

other individuals in their social network. The reports by

Routh and Ernst ( 1984 ), Apley et aI. ( 1978 ), ChrÍstenson and

Mortenson ( 1975 ), and Stone and Barbero (L97O ) that children

who somatize often have a parent or relative who somatizes

Iend credence to a learning explanation of somatization.
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Conclusion

This proposal is concerned wlth somatization in

children, whictt appears to be a rather common complaint-

Litt1e ls known about somatfzatÍon other than baslc

sociodemographic information. It is unknown how pain and

distressful symptoms occur in the absence of organÍc

involvement. It is also unclear what causes children and

adults to somatíze- One position holds that somatization is

a result of depression. lrlhile there is some evidence to

suggest that children who somatlze are depressed, the results

are not conclusive. Another positlon maíntains that

somatization is the result of psychosocial stress. This is

the most popular etiological explanation of somatization but

it has proved unsatlsfactory. It has been difficult to find

a direct relationship between stress epÍsodes and

somatization, ot between decreases in stress and amelioration

of somatic symptoms. In addition, vi-ewing somatization by

itself as the result of stress contributes little toward

understanding the disorder.

The health betief model is suggested as an alternative

method of conceptuatizing somatization. Using this modeJ.,

somatization is viewed as an illness behavior resulting from

a consteflation of health-related betiefs such as perception

of vulnerabÍIity to iIIness, external health locus of

control, and reinforcement f rom the soci-al- network for
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reporting symptoms"

There have been very few studies concerned with

chitdren's health-related behaviors and belÍefs" It appears,

however, that even very young children are capable of forming

ideas and casual explanations of lllness and disease.

It is proposed that the health belief model be used to

investigate the health-related beliefs to children who

somatize. The fundamental goals of the study will be to

determine what health and illness beliefs somatizing children

hold and whether these beliefs can predict the degree to

which these children somatize. Given the presumed influence

that parents have on their children's health-related

behaviors and beliefs, the study wiII also attempt to

determine what relationships exist between parents' and

children's beliefs and behaviors.
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l- ) There will be a positive relationship between

frequency of somatization and vulnerabilíty to

illness and accident. Children who exhibit a high

frequency of somatization wilI perceive themselves

as more vulnerable to illness than children who

exhj-bit a lower frequency of somatization.

2) There wiII be a negative relationship between

frequency of somatization and external health

Iocus of control- Children who exhibit a high

frequency of somatization will have a more

external health locus of control than children who

exhibit a l-ower frequency of somatization.

3) There wiII be a positive relationship between

frequency of somatization and perceived familial

support. Children who exhibit a high frequency of

somatj-zation wilI perceive their famil-ies as more

supportive than children who exhibit a lower

frequency of somatizati-on.

4) There wiII be a positive relationship between

intensity of somatization and perceived

vul-nerability. Children who exhibit a high

intensity of somatization wiIl perceive themselves

60
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as more vulnerable to illness than children who

exhibit a lower intensfty of somatlzation"

5 ) There wiII be a negative relationship between

íntensity of somatization and external health

Iocus of control" Children who exhibit a high

intensity of somatization wiII have a more

external health locus of control than children who

exhibit a lower intensity of somatization.

6 ) There will be a positÍve relationship between

intensity of somatization and perceived familial

support. Children who exhibít a high intensity of

somatizatíon will perceive their families as more

supportive than children who exhibit a lower

intensity of somatization.

7) There wiII be a positive relatÍonship between

frequency of somatization and mothers' perceived

vulnerability, external health locus of control,

and perceived familial support. Mothers of

children who exhibit a high frequency of

somatization wiII (a) perceive themselves as more

vulnerable to illness, (b) have a more external

health Iocus of control, and (c) percei-ve their

families as more supportive than mothers of

children who exhibit a lower frequency of

somatization.
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B) Threre wíII be a positive relatíonship between

intensity of somatj-zation and mothers' perceÍved

vulnerability, external health locus of control,

and famiJ-ial support. Mothers of children who

exhibit a high intensj-ty of somatization wÍII (a)

perceive themselves as more vulnerable to illness,

(b) have a more external health locus of control,

and (c) perceive their families as more supportive

than mothers of children who exhibit a lower

íntensity of somatization.

Chil-dren's health-rel-ated beli-efs wiII be more

influential than mothers' health-related beliefs

in predicting frequency of somatization- In othrer

words, children's betiefs wj-ll account for more of

the varÍance 1n their somatization frequency than

witl mothers' beliefs.

Chlldren's health-related beliefs wiII be more

i-nfluential than mothers' health-related beliefs

in predi-cting intensity of somatization. In other

words, chiJ-dren's beliefs wil-l- account for more of

the variance in their somatization intensity than

will mothers' beliefs.

Compared to non-somatizing

children wiì-l (a) perceive

vulnerable to iIl-ness, ( b )

children, somatizing

themselves as more

have a more external

e)

10)

11)
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health locus of control, and (c) perceive their

families as more supportive.

L2) Compared to mother's ofnonsomatizing children,

mothrers of somatizing children will (a) perceive

themselves as more vulnerable to iIIness, (b) have

a more external health locus of control, and (c)

perceive thej-r families as more supportiwe.



METHOD

Participants

Two groups of participants hrere included in the present

study: (a) Mothers and their somatizing children age B-f3

identified by physicians as reporting physical symptoms for

which there was no accompanying organic fnvolvement ( index

group) and (b) mothers and their non-somatizing children

matched to the index chitdren on age and sex (control group).

AII participants were recruited from the outpatient

populatÍon of the pedtatric department of the Manitoba

Clinic, a large, inner-city, medical outpatient clinic-

Recruitment of the index group took place over a 72

month period. Six participating pediatricians were asked to

j-dentify each somatizlng B-l-3 year-old chitd examined during

their daytime offlce trours. Prior to the start of

recruitment, the pediatricians were given a protocol

delineating inclusion criterla. Ellgible index group

participants were defined as any B-13 year-old chil-d who

reported physical symptoms for which no demonstrable or

identifiable dÍsease or íllness could be found, who spoke

English as a first language, and who had not reached

menarche. The physical changes accompanying the onset of

menses could have been confounded with other somatic

symptoms" The physicians' index group incl-usion protocol is

64
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presented in Appendix B" If a chj-Id was identifJ-ed as a

somatizer during an office visit and met the other inclusion

criteria, the pediatrician gave the accompanying parent a

Ietter explaÍning the study and asking for their consent to

participate" This letter is presented in Appendix C"

Control group recruitment began at the same time as

index group recruitment, and lasted 14 months. A control

chitd was found for each index chitd as soon as possible

after the index child's questionnaires were returned to the

researcher. Control children vlere obtained by finding

chÍIdren in the pediatricians' appointment books who matched

the index children for age and sex. A control child had to

have a birthday within three months of a particular index

child to qualify. If more than one control child was found

for any particular j-ndex child, the control child with the

earlÍest appofntment was used. Once a prospective control

chil-d was found In the appointment books, the researcher

asked the child's pediatrician to give an accompanying parent

the information/consent letter during the visit íf, in the

physician's opinion, the child's medical chart did not

indicate a history of somatization and the child did not

report somatization complaints. In addition, the child's

first language was required to be English.

The pediatric practice at the Manitoba CÌinic is Iarge.

Six pediatricians treat approximately 17,000 children a year
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and the client population is highly representative of

chÍldren seen for medÍcal care- It was recognized that there

would be potential probtems as well as benefits in utÍIizíog

a clinical- sample. It was necessary from a methodologÍcal

standpoint to be assured that the s1'mptoms reported by the

somatizing children I^Iere not the result of disease or

illness, and that the children fn the control group were not

somatizers. It was recognized, however, that parents decide

to seek medical care. Obviously, only those children whose

parents brought them to the doctor could participate in the

present study. This timits the representativeness of the

sample" However, there is virtually no information

concernj-ng the health-related beliefs of child somatizers"

It appeared justified to risk sampling problems in order to

gain basic information.

The age group of the participants in the present study

was chosen in order to be assured of a sample with relatively

homogeneous cognitive development. There 1s considerable

methodological difficulty j-n comparing children of very

disparate ages and levels of cognitive development (Wohlwill'

1973 ). It was hoped that these difficulties could be

overcome utilizing a relativety homogeneous sample-

Characteristics of the Final Sample. The index group

consisted of 36 mothers

chil-dren. Twenty- f our

36 B-f3 year-old somatizing

of the chiÌdren were girls and

and

(7s8)
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12 (25r^) were boys. Twenty-six (72& ) of the index chíIdren

reported experlencing abdomj-nal pains while 10 (72*) reported

experi.encing abdominal pains along with headache. The

control group consisted of 36 mothers and 36 children matched

to the children in the index group on the basis of age and

sex" The control children were attending the pediatric

clinic for minor illnesses and wetl-chiId examinations.

Demographic and family health status information

was obtained from participating mothers using a questionnaire

constructed by the researcher specificalJ-y for the present

study. The questionnaire 1s presented in Appendix D. It

consists of eight items regarding martiaÌ status, socio-

economic status, mothers' education, number of children in

family, number of family health problems. and child and

family health status. Family socioeconomic status was

measured with the Blishin Socioeconomic Index for Occupations

in Canada (BIishin & McRoberts, I976). Mothers indicated

their highest education level on a scale from one (grades I-

4) to five (university)developed by Trute, Tefft and Scuse,

( 1983 ) " Mothers also indicated marital status as one of five

categories ( Trute et âI. , 1983 ).

Number of famii-y heaJ-th problems was measured by asking

mothers to list heaLth problems other than cold and fÌu that

family members had experienced during the 12 months preceding

the study. Mothers were altowed to list as many health
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problems as they wished, as weII as the nature of the

probtems and who in the family had experienced each health

problem.

Table 1 presents summary statistics on demographic

characteristics and number of health problems of both index

and control groups. T-tests show that the two groups are not

significantly different ín terms of socioeconomic status,

educational levels of mothers, and number of children in the

family- As weII, a chi-square analysis indicates that there

is no significant difference between the groups regarding

parental marital status.

Table 1 indicates that the two groups differed on only

one variable, number of health problems experienced by family

in the 12 months preceding the study. Index mothers more

than control mothers reported that their familíes had exper-

ienced slgnificantty more heal-th problems t(70) = 2"L9,

P < -03-

Procedure

When an index or control child was ldentiffed and

parentat consent was given durj-ng the office visit, the

researcher spoke with the parent and child in the examining

room lmmediateJ-y after the visit and gave them a packet of

questionnaires in a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The

parent and child vrere instructed to take the packet home,
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'l'ab Ie 1

l)emoFraphic Characteristics and FTequencv of Hea1th

ProÞlems of'Index and Control GrouÞs

Irrdex (N=t6) Control- (u=r6) t p

Characterietic M SD þf SD

So cioe conomi c
e tatus

Ff o thers t

education

Number of
chlldren

2"8 2"3

3.8 O"g

2.3 0.8

Number of
health problems J.O 3"4

Ffari tala
e tatua

Marrled 2B

Separated 1

I;lwÒrÒèd 5

Wldorred O

Nevor married 2

2"8 2"1 0"11 NS

3"7 o,9 0"64 NS

2"5 O"9 -1 "OO NS

1"6 X"B 2"19 .O3

9-5 NS

29

3

3

o

I

aMarltal etatus data are froquency counts; teet etatlstic is

a chl-Bqr¡are,
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filt out their respectlve questionnaires, and mail them back

as soon as possible. The questionnaires were clearly Iabeled

as either for mother or child. Forty-nine prospective index

children and theÍr mothers were identified and gave consent

to participate during the 12 months of data collection.

Thirty-six (75&) actually completed the questionnaires and

returned them. Forty-two prospective control children r¡rere

identified in order to match a1l 36 index children. The

researcher telephoned participants two weeks after the

questionnaires had been taken home and once a month there-

after to inquire about questlons or concerns regarding the

questionnaire packet. Participants vrere allowed four months

to return questionnaires, after which time they were excluded

from the study. Reasons given for not completing the

questionnaire packet Íncluded illlteracy of the mother, child

refusal, improvement in child's somatic complaints, and

parental objection to questionnaires.

Index children only were rated on two scales by their

pediatrician. Scale 1 assessed the frequency of somatization

by requiring the physician to record the number of tj-mes in

the 12 months preceding the visit which identified the child

as a study participant that the chitd had been brought to the

Manitoba CIinic reporting somatizing symptoms. The identificat-

ion visit was also included in the frequency count of clinic

visits. Scale 1 is represented in Appendix E.
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Scale 2 required the pediatrician to make a Judgment of

the intensity of somatizatfon exhibited by each chlld on a

scale ranging from one (Iow) to five (high)" Prior to the

beginning of data collection, pediatricians were given rating

cri-teria to increase reliability" These criteria were

developed by the researcher using descriptions of chÍId

pain-related behavior provided by partÍcipating pediatrlcians

and a pediatric gastroenterologist. Intensity was rated by

assessing characteristics such as symptom duration, facial

si-gns of distress, degree that daily acttvitÍes had been

curtailed, whether appetite had decreased, and whether the

pain reported had made child cry. Scale 2 and the rating

criteria for intensj-ty are presented in Appendix F.

Dependent Measures

Each child was administered:

1. The Children's Health Locus of Control Scale

(CHLCS) (Parcel & Meyer, 1978). The CHLCS consists of 20

forced-choice statements developed from health education

texts and an adult health locus of control scale (üIallston,

Idal-l-ston, Kaplan, & Maides, L976 ) and adapted for use by

chil-dren aged 7-L2. It yields a single score ranging from

2O-4O. The higher the score, the more internal the health

Iocus of control. It has adequate i-nternal consistency

(Kuder-Richardson r = .75) and six week, test-retest

reliabilÍty (r = .62)- Accordi-ng to Parcel and Meyer (1978),
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the measure has adequate construct validÍty, as evidenced by

its sígnificant (but unspecified) correlation with a well

validated general locus of control scale for chlldren, the

Nowicki-Strickland Children's Locus of Control ScaIe. The

CHLCS is presented in APPendix G.

2. Gochman's Index of Perceived Vulnerability (IPV)

Gochman, l97O; Gochman & Saucier, L9B2). The IPV consists of

15 statements concerned with how vulnerable Índivíduals feel-

to various accidents and diseases. Statements are scored on

a scale of vulnerability from one (Iow) to seven (high).

Totat scores range from 15 to 1O5, wj-th higher scores

indicating greater perceived vulnerability. The measure has

adequate j-nternal consistency (r = .79)- According to

Gochman and Saucier (L982), the measure has adequate

construct validity and test-retest reliability. However,

they offer no statistical evidence for their claims. The IPV

is presented in Appendix H.

3 ) Family Support Measure 1 ( FSMI ) - The FSMI vras

constructed by the researcher specifically for the present

study. It consists of 12 items concerned with the degree to

which children perceive their parents supporting and

reinforcing them when they are sick or injured. The FSMI

assesses the degree to which parents provide special treats,

express concern and worry, keep children home from school-,

and take chil-dren to the doctor. Items were included in the
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measure l.f ft was thought by the researcher that the parental

behavior would maintaln or increase symptom reporting and

other ÍIlness behaviors in children. Statements are scored

on a scale from one (never) to five (always)" Total scores

range from 12 to 60, with high scores indicating greater

perceived parental support. No reliability or validity data

j-s avaitabl-e on this measure. The FSM1 is presented ln

Appendix I"

Eactr mother was administered:

1" The Multidimenslonal Health Locus of Control Scale

(MHLC), form CIHLC (Chance and Internal Health Locus of

Control) (Waflston, Wallston, & DeVeIIis, L97B). The CIHLC

consist of L2 items concerned with the perceived abftity of

adults to control their health. Statements are scored on a

scale from one (J.ess control) to six (more control) for

externally worded items and the opposite for internally

phrased items. Total scores range from 12 to 72, with higher

scores indicating a more external locus of control. The

scale has adequate internal consistency ( r = .77 ). Concurrent

and discrimlnative validity are reported to be high (WaIIston

& Waltston, 1981). The CIHLC presented in Appendix J.

2- Gochman's Index of Perceived Vulnerability (IPV)

(Gochman, L97O; Gochman & Saucier, L9B2), described above.

3. Familial Support Measure 2 ( FSM2 ) . The FSM2 $ras
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constructed by the researcher specificatly for the present

study" It consists of 12 items concerned with the degree to

which mothers perceive themselves supporting their children

wtren they are sick or injured by, for example, providing

special treats, expressing I^Iorry and concern, keeping

ctrildren home from school, and taklng children to the doctor"

Items vlere included in the measure if it was thought by the

researcher that the parental behavior would maintain or

increase symptom reporting and other illness behaviors in

children. Statements are scored on a scale from one (never)

to five (always). Total scores range from L2 to 60, with

higher scores indicating greater perceived parental support"

No reliability or validity data is available on thÍs measure.

The FSM2 is presented in Appendix K.



RESULTS

Overvíew of Statístical- Analvses

Standard multÍple regression, Pearson product-moment

correlation (Pearson r), squared semipartial correlation
a(Sr'), an analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques were used

to test the hypotheses in this study.

Two standard multiple regressions were performed to assess

the relationship between predictor and criterion variables in the

group of index children, âs stated by Hypotheses 1-3 and 4-6. A

Pearson correlation matrix consisting of pairwise correlations

between (a) the three predictor variables (index childrenrs scores

on measures of health locus of control, perceived vulnerability

to illness, and familial support) and (b) the two criterion

variables (physicians' ratings of frequency and intensity of index

children's somatization) was produced to help clarify regression

results.

Two standard multiple regressions were performed to assess

the relationship between the predictor and criterion variables

in the group of index mothers, âs stated by Hypotheses 7 and B.

A Pearson correlation matrix consisting of pairwise correl-ations

between (a) the three predictor variables (index mothers' scores

on measures of heatth l-ocus of control, perceived vuLnerability to

j-tlness, and familial support) and (b) the two criterion variables

75
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(index children's frequency and intensity of somatization)

was produced to help clarify regression results-

Twelve squared, semipartial correlations were utilized

to assess the differences in the abtlity of the index

children's and index mothers' predictor variables to account

for the variance of the críterion variables, as stated by

Hypotheses 9 and 10. Sr2 correlatíons provide information

about the unique amount of variance that an individual

predictor varj-able accounts for in a regression equation-

The amount of variance reflected ín a Sr2 correlation does

not include any variance that a predictor variable may share

with any varíab1e in the regression equation, thus making the

Sr2 statistic a useful j-ndex of the fmportance of eactr

predictor variable in the prediction of the criterion

variable (Tabachnik and FideII, 1983).

Six one-way ANOVATS were performed to test for

differences between the index and control groups on the

dependent variables (scores on mother and chlld measures of

health locus of control, perceived vulnerabilíty to illness,

and familial support). as stated by Hypotheses 11 and :--2-

The alpha level for aII statistical analyses was set at.O5.

Given the exploratory nature of the study, it was decided

that this level of significance would most appropriately

bal-ance experiment-wise Type I and Type II error-
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Index Group Ãna]-yses

The assumptions underlying Pearson correlations are that

the variables are normally dístríbuted, that the relationship

between the correlated variables Ís linear, and that the

standard deviations of both varíables are roughly the same

( homoscedasticÍty ) "

Examination of the predictor and criterion variables

prior to analysis showed that one variable, frequency of

somatization, vlas severely positívely skewed. A logartthmic

transformation of the scores on this variable was performed,

as suggested by Tabachník and FideII (1983). This reduced

the skewness to within the acceptable range. The skewness of

all other predictor and criterion variables feII within the

acceptable range as reported by Tabachnik and FideII ( 1983 ).

Thus, the assumption of normality was presumed to be met-

Examination of the bivariate scatter-plots of the predictor

and criterion variables indicated that the relationships

between the variables v¡ere linear and that the assumption of

homoscedasticity was met. No outliers vrere found. There was

no missing data.

Additional assumptions underlyi-ng standard multiple

regression are that the predictor variables are not

multicotlinear, and that normality, linearity, and

homoscedasticity exist between the residuals (i-e-, the

predicted criterion variable scores and errors of prediction )
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Examinatfon of the collinearity díagnostícs provided by SAS

regressfon program (SAS Institute Inc., 1985) revealed that

multicollínearíty hras not present" Examlnation of resÍduals

scatterplots after the varÍable transformation indicated that

the assumptions of normallty, linearity, and homoscedasticity

of reslduals were also met. Table 2 shows mean scores and

standard deviations of predictor and criterion variables for

the two index groups (i.e., chil-dren and mothers). Table 3

strows the intercorrelations between predÍctor and criterion

variables for index children. Table 4 strows intercorrelat-

ions between predictor and criterion variables for index

mothers" Tables 3 and 4 indlcate the degree of relationship

between aII variables included in the index group regression

analyses "

Hvpothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 states that there wilt be a

positive relationship between frequency of somatization and

perceived vulnerabitity to illness and accident. Children

who exhibit a high frequency of somatization wiII perceive

themselves as more vulnerable to illness than children who

exhibit a lower frequency of somatization. Results of a

standard multiple regression indicate that the R for regression

is significantly different from zero, F( 3 , 32) = 5.27 ,

p < .O04. Moreover, as shown in Tabl-e 5, the beta weight for

perceived vulnerability is significantly different from zero,

!(1) = 3-32, p < .0O2, indicating that it accounts

significantly for the variance in frequency of somatization
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'IÞbIe 2

Ilean Scores and Standard Deviatlone of Predlctor and Crlterion

Varial¡lee 1últhin fndex Group

Chll-dren Mo ttrers

Varlable uM SD SD

Ileatth Iocus
of control 33"4 4"o 31 "2 7 .l+

53"1 11"I+

4o"T 6"9

PerceJ.ved
v-ulnerabtli ty 56.3 14 "5

Fanri IiaI
ouppor t 4z"z 6"6

Somatization
frequency 2"2 1 "5

Somatl za tl on
intenslty 2"3 1,'t
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Table 5

Parameter Estlmates of Standard Multlple Reßresslon of Index

Chlldren¡e Floalth-Re1atod Bel-iefe on FYøquoncw of Somatization

Variable r)!LB Sr2

Perceived
wuLnerabil-i ty 

" 
O3 3 "32 .OO2 .23o'

Health locus
of control

Familial
support

.02 1"39 NS

-.o1 -1.12 NS

"04

"03

xUniquø variance = 23%
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as logarithmically transformed. ChíIdren who exhibÍt a high

frequency of somatization perceive themselves as more vulnerable

than children who exhibit a Iower frequency of somatization. Sr2

correlations indicate that perceived vulnerabiJ-ity alone accounts

for 238 of the total variance.

A Pearson r between frequency of somatization as logarith-

mically transformed and perceived vulnerability (Table 6) shows a

signifícant relationship in the predicted direction, r(36) = .36,

p < .O3. This indicates that the higher the frequency of

somatization, the greater the perceived of vulnerabitity.

Since transformation of a variable can change the meaning of

its scores, frequency of somatization was also examined in its

originat or untransformed state. The results of a standard multiple

regression using untransformed frequency of somatization scores

show that the R for regression is also significantly dÍfferent

from zelo, F(3, 32) = 3.54, p < .O2. Table 7 indicates that the

beta weight for perceived vulnerability in the untransformed

regression is significantly different from zero, t(1) = 2.37,

p < .O2. This means that perceived vulnerabiflty accounts

significantly for the variance in untransformed somatization

frequency, and that children who exhibit a high untransformed

somatization frequency perceive themselves as more vulnerable than

children who exhibit a lower untransformed frequency of somatiza-

tion" OveralI, results support Hypothesis 1.

flypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 states that there will be a
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Tä.bl-e 6

Peare.on Corretatlone of Relationahips Within Index Group

Froquency of somatizatlon

Variable I Drn

Perceived vulnerablI.lty

Chi]-dren

llo ttrere

HeaIth ].ocus of control

Children

lfo ttrers

F-amll1al- support

ChL ldren

I'lo there

36 -.O5

36

36 "36

"31

"03
NS

,06

NS

NS

NS

36 -.Og

36 -.24

36 -" 16
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Table J

Parameter _Es_tlmatos of Standard Mul-tiple Regreeslon of Index

ChlldrenQe l{ealth-Related BeIlefe on Untransformed Frequencv

of Somatlzatlon

Varl-abIe PtB

Percelved
rrulnerabill ty

HeaIth ].ocue
of contro].

2 "37 "O2

,o4 1.66 NS

" 10

Famllia].
support -"O3 -0,86 NS
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negative relationship between frequency of somatization and

external health locus of control" Children who exhibit a

high frequency of somatization will have a more external health

locus of control than children who exhibit a lower frequency

of somatization-

Tab1e 5 shows that the beta weight for health locus of

control is not signifj-cantly different from zero, t( 1 ) =

1.39, p ) .05, indicating that it does not account sÍgnÍficantly

for the variance in frequency of somatizatÍon as logarithmically

transformed. Children who somatize frequently do not have a

more external health locus of control than children who somatíze

Iess frequently. Sr2 correlations indicate that health locus

of control- alone accounts for only 4E of the total variance.

A Pearson r between frequency of somatization as logarith-

mically transformed and heal-th locus of control (Table 6)

only approaches significance, r(36) = .31, p < "06. Further,

the sign of the correlation is in the direction opposite to

that hypothesízed. This indicates a trend for more frequently

somatizing children to have a more internat heatth locus of

control than less frequently somati-zing children.

TabLe 7 indicates that the beta weight for health locus

of control in the untransformed regression is not significantly

different from zero t(1) = 1.66, p > .05. Health locus

of control does not account significantty for the variance in

untransformed somatization freguency. More frequently somatizing
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children do not have a more external heal-th locus of control than

less freguently somatízing children" Overall, results do not

support Hypothesis 2"

Hypothesis 3" This hypothesís states that there witl

be a positive relationship between somatization frequency and

perceived familial support. Children who exhibÍt a high

frequency of somatization will perceive their families as

more supportive than chil-dren who exhibit a lower frequency

of somatization. Table 5 shows that the beta weight for

perceived familial support is not significantly different

from zero, t(1) = -L.LZ, p > .O5, índicating that perceived

famil-ial support does not account significantly for the

variance 1n somatization frequency as logarithmically

transformed. Children who somatize frequently do not

perceive their families as more supportive than chlldren who

somatize less frequently. Sr2 correlatlons índicate that

perceived familial support accounts for only 3& of the total

varj-ance.

A Pearson r between somatization frequency and perceived

familial support (Table 6) is not signiflcant, r(36) = --24,

p > .O5. Somatization frequency and familial support are not

related as hypothesized.

TabIe 7 indicates that the beta weight for perceived

familial support in the untransformed regression is not

significantJ-y different from zero, t(l) = -O.86, p > .05.
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Perceived famillat support does not account significantry for

the varíance Ín untransformed somatization frequency.

Overall, results do not support Hypothesis 3"

Hvpottresis 4" Hypothesis 4 states that there wirr be a

positive rerationship between somatization intensity and

perceived vulnerabi-Iity. Children who exhibÍt a high

intensity of somatization wirr perceive themserves as more

vulnerable to illness and accident than children who exhibit

a }ower j-ntensity of somatÍzation.

Results of a standard multiple regression indicate that
the R for regression is significantry different from zero

F(3, 32) = 4.I7, p < .O1. As shown in Tab1e B, the beta

weight for perceived vulnerabilÍty is signíficantly different

from zero, t(1) = 2.L8, p < .o4, indicating that it accounts

significantty for the variance in somatization intensity. sr2

correrations indicate that perceived vurnerabirity arone

accounts for llE of the total variance.

A Pearson r between somatization intensity and

perceived vulnerability (Tab1e 9) shows a sígnificant

relationshipinthepredicteddirectíon,r(36)=.33,P<

.05. This indicates that the higher the somatization

intensity, the greater the perceived vurnerability. Resurts

support Hypothesis 4.

Hvpothesis 5. Hypothesis 5 states that there wil-t be a

negative reÌationship between somatization intensi-ty and
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'lìabIe B

Parameter Dstlmates of Standard $lultlple ReFresslon of In_dex

Varl-ab I e Sr2Ptll

e'bil-dren's IIeal-th-ReIated tsq1íefe on Intensity of Somatlzatlon

Perceiwed
vulnerabiti ty.

IIeal th 1o cus
of con trol-

Famillal
auppor t

"o6 2"18 "o4

.02 1"36 NS

- "o5 -l "82 ,oB

" 11*

"o4

"07

*Unique variance = 11,i.
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1Þl¡Ie 9

Pearson Correlations of Relationshl Withl-n Index Grou
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Itlo thers
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36

36

36

- ")7

-,07

36

36

.33
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external health locus of control. Children who exhibit a

high intensity of somatÍzation will have a more external

health locus of control than children who exhÍbit a lower

intensity of somatization. Table B shows that the beta

weight for health locus of control is not significantly

different from zero t(1) = 1.36, p > .O5, indicatÍng that

heatth locus of control does not account significantly for

the variance in somatization intensity. Children who exhibit

a high intensity of somatization do not have a more external

health locus of control than children who exhiblt a lower

intensity of somatization. Sr2 correlations lndicate that

health locus of control alone accounts for only 4E of the

total variance.

A Pearson r between somatization intensity and

health locus of control (Table 9) onty approaches significance,

r(36) = -31, p < .O7- Further, the sign of the correlation

is in the direction opposite to that hypothesized. This indicates

a trend for children with higher somatization intensity to

have a more internal heatth locus of control than children

with lower somatization intensity. Overall, results fail to

support Hypothesis 5.

Hypothesis 6. Hypothesis 6 states that there wil-I

positive relationship between intensity of somatization a

perceived familial support. Children who exhibit a high

j-ntensity of somatization wj-lI perceive their families as

bea

nd
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rnore supportÍve than children who exhiblt a lower intensity

of somatization.

Tabte B shows that the beta weight for perceived

familiat support only approaches signíficance t(1) = L-82, p

< "OB, indicating that perceived familial support does

not account sÍgnificantly for the variance in somatization

íntensity. Children who exhiblt a high intensity of

somatization do not perceive their families as more

supportlve than chlldren who exhiblt a lower lntenslty of

somatization. Sr2 correlations indicate that perceived familial

support alone accounts for only 7* of the total variance.

I¡IhiIe the Pearson r between somatization intensity and

perceived famllial support (Table 9) is significant, r(36)

- -.37, p < .O3, it is in the directÍon opposíte to that

hypothesized. This indicates that the higher the intensity

of somatization, the lower the perceived familial support.

Overall, results do not support Hypothesis 6.

Hvpothesis 7. Hypothesis 7 states that there wil-I be a

positive relationship between frequency of somatization and

mothers' perceived vul-nerability, external health locus of

control, and percei-ved familial support. Mothers of children

who exhibit a high frequency of somatization will (a) perceive

themselves as more vulnerable to illness, (b) have a more

external- health l-ocus of control, and (c) perceive their

families as more supportive than mothers of children who
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exhibit a lower frequency of somatlzation. Results of a

standard multiple regression fail to support thÍs hypothesis.

The R for regression is not significantly different from zero

F(3, 32\ = "35, p > "O5. onry 38 of the variance of the

criterion variable is accounted for by the mother's

predictor. As shown in Tab1e 10, none of the predictor

beta weights accounts significantly for the variance j-n

frequency of somatization as logarithmically transformed.

Tabl-e 6 indicates that Pearson correlations between

somatization frequency and each predictor were not

. significant. Mothers of chÍIdren with high somatization

frequency do not show greater perceived vulnerability, a more

external health locus of control, or more perceived famitial

support than mothers of children with lower somatizatÍon

frequency.

A standard multiple regression uslng untransformed

somatization frequencles show that the R for regression j.s

not significantly different from zero F(3, 32) = -69, p > .05.

Table 11 indicates that none of predictor beta weights accounts

significantly for the variance in untransformed somatization

frequency. OveralI, results do not support Hypothesis 7.

Hvpothesis B. Hypothesis B states that there will- be a

positive reLationship between somatization intensity and

mothers' beliefs concerning perceived vulnerability, external

health Locus of control, and perceived familial support.
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'Ib.t¡Ie t O

Parameter- Ilstimatos of Standard Multl-ple Rogreseign of rndex

Þlothers 8_l{ealith-Ilelatød Beliqfs on Freguencv of Somatization

Variable Sr2P-t.
tl

Porceived
vulneral¡ili ty 

" 
OO2 .17.

lieal.tlr Iocus
of control -"006 -"39

Familial
support

NS "OO4

-" 14O -.87 NS 'o2o

NS "oo1
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Tbble 1'¡

Parametor Estlmatee ofS tandard Mu1 Ie Resreeslon of Inde1

r¡

3

UÞfothers I Ilealth-ReIa ted Rellefs on transforrned uerr

of Somatl-zatlon

VariabLo PtTJ

Iloal th locus
of control

F'ami I laI
support

Perceived
wtrlnerabilt ty

-"ol -o.4

-"ol -1" 1

-"o1 -o"3
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Mothers of chi.Idren who exhibit a high intensity of somatization

wirr (a) perceive themserves as more vurnerable to irrness,
(b) have a more external heal-th locus of control, and (c)

perceive their famiries as more supportive than mothers of

children who exhibit a lower intensíty of somatizatÍon"

Results of a standard multiple regression fail to

support this hypothesis. The R for regression is not

significantly different from zero F(3, 32) = .11, p > .O5.

OnIy lE of the variance of the criterion is accounted for by

the mothers' predictors. Tabre 12 indicates that none of the
predictor beta weights accounts signlficantly for the variance

in somatization intensi-ty.

Table 9 indicates that Pearson correlations between

somatization intensity and each predictor were not

significant. Mothers of children with high somatization

intensity do not show greater percelved vulnerability, a

more external health locus of control, or more perceived

familial support than mothers of children with lower

somatizatj-on intensity. OveralI, results do not support

Hypothesis B.

Hvpothesis 9- Hypothesis 9 states that chitdren's

health-related beli-efs wiIl be more influential than mothers'

beliefs in predicting frequency of somatization. In other words,

chiLdren's health-related betiefs wil-I account for more of the

variance in their somatization frequency than wilt mothers' beliefs.
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Tâble 12

Parame ter Ds timates ofS tandard FluI tfple Ile ressl-on of Index

Ifo thers o IIea]- th-Re a ted Rellefs on fn tensi t of S8matlzatlon
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_"oo9 .2 .t
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The R for regression involving chj-Idren's health related

beliefs ís significantly different from zero. F(3, 32) = 5.27,

p < "OO4, and accounts for 33& of the variance of

somatization frequency. rn contrast, the R for regression of

mothers' hearth-rerated beriefs on somatj-zation frequency is

not significant F(3, 32) = .35, p > .O5, and accounts for 3E

of the variance. Thus, these two regressions indicate that,

as hypothesized, children's health-rel-ated beliefs are more

influential in predÍcting somatízation frequency than

motherso health-related beliefs. Further, as seen 1n TabIe

13, each of the children's health-related beliefs accounts for

more unique variance Ín somatization frequency than do the

corresponding health-related beliefs of mothers. Thus,

Hypothesis 9 is strongly supported.

Hvpothesis l-O. Hypothesis 10 states that children's

health-related beliefs will be more influential than mothers'

beliefs in predicting intensity of somatization. In other words,

children's health-related bel-iefs will account for more of the

varÍance in their somatization intensity than wirr mothers'

beliefs.

The R for regression involving children's health-related

beliefs is signÍficant]-y different from zero F(3, 32) = 4.I7,

p < .01, and accounts for 28T^ of the variance of somatization

intensity. In contrast, the R for regression of mothers' health-

rerated beriefs on somatization intensity is not significant

F(3, 32) =.11, p > .O5 and accounts for lt of the
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uared Seml-partJ-al Correl_atlong of ictor Varlablss ln
Index Grour¡ for tyequencv of Somatizatlon
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variance- Thus, these two regressions lndicate that, ôs

hypothesízed, childrents health-related bel-iefs are more

influential in predicting somatization intensity than

mothersr health beliefs. Further, as seen in Table L4, each

of the chirdren's hearth-rerated beriefs accounts for more

unique variance in somatization intensity than do the

corresponding health-related beliefs of mothers. Thus,

Hypothesis 10 is strongly supported.

Between Group Analyses

One-way ANOVA'S were performed to assess differences

between the index and contror group on the dependent measures

(health l-ocus of control, perceived vulnerability, and perceived

famiriar support). The assumptions underlying the ANovA

procedure are normality of the dependent measures and homogeneity

of variance. As no significant skewness was noted in the

dependent measures and no significant differences were noted

between standard deviations prior to analysis, these assumptions

were presumed to be met. Tab1e 15 shows the means and standard

deviations for the dependent measures of the chirdren's groups.

Table 16 shows the means and standard deviations for the

dependent measures of the mother's groups.

Hypothesis 11- Hypothesis 11 states that compared to

non-somatizing chirdren, somatizing chj-rdren witr (a) perceive

themselves as more vulnerable to illness, (b) have a more external

heal-th locus of control-, and (c) perceive their famj-Iies as more
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'tb.bl-e 14

Squared Semípartfal Correlatlons of Predlctor Varlables for

Intenal tr¡_of Somgtl-za tlon

Variabl-e

Chi].dren

Sr2

Mo ttrere
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lable t 5

I.iean Scores and Stanclard Deviatlone of Children on l)e ndent

Variablos

I nclex Control

Varl.able SDl'1I¡ SD

Perceivecl
vulnerablli ty

f{eal th 1o cus
of control

l.'amllLal
support

56 "3 It+"5

33.11 4"o

4z "z 6.6

55.2 14,2

33 "9 2"9

I+3 "7
6.8
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'fable 16

Þfean Scoree and Standard f)evlatlone of h{othors on Dependent

Varlablee

Variable

Indsx

}I SD

Control

I'f SD

Perceived
wr¡lnerabtlity 5)"1 11.4

Health locus
of control

I,'aml11aI
support

31.2 7 "l+

41.7 6 "g

51 ,4 10.O

29 "6 8,5

42"6 7.1
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TãbIe 17

Betwe_e4 Group ComÞarlsons of Index a-nd Control ChlLdren on

Dependent Varj-abIes

Varlable Source df SS I'lS PF'

llealth locr.rs
of contro].

Perceived
r¡ulnerabJ.li ty

l¡ami l Lal
support

ije tween

ldl thln

To tal

IJe tween

Hi ttrin

'fo tal

Be tr.¡een

l{l thtn

To tal

't 22 .2

70 1tÐ74.2

71 t4396.It

37 "5
865" 1

9o2"6

39 "o

.3\45,9

3t84,g

3"o4 NS

o" 11 NS

o. 87 NS

1

7o

71

37 "5

12,3

22.2

2Q5.3

39 "o
l+4.9

1

7o

71
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supportive" As shol^tn in Tabre 17, the resurts of the comparisons
do not support this hypothesis. The groups did not differ on any
of the variabres. overarr, resurts do not support Hypothesis 11.

Hvpothesis 12- Hypothesis Lz states that compared to
mothers of non-somatizing chirdren, mothers of somatizing
children wirr (a) perceive themserves as more vurnerabre to
ilrness' (b) have a more externar hearth rocus of contror,
and (c) perceive their famiries as more supportive. As shown
in Table rB, the resurts of the comparisons do not support
this hypothesis- The groups did not differ on any of the
variabtes- overarr, resurts fair to support HypothesÍs rz-

Tabre 19 provides summary information regarding the
results of hypothesis testing for this study.

Post-hoc Analvses

Mothers were asked to rate famiry and chird hearth on
three scares incruded on the Demographic and Hearth Status
Questionnaire presented in AppendÍx D. Mothers rated famiry
hearth on a scare from one (poor) to five (good). The hearth
status of chir-d participants was measured by asking mothers
to rate the chi-rd's hearth compared to that of other chirdren
in their respective famiries on a scar-e from one (worse) to
five (better)- As werr, mothers rated the partÍcipating
chil-d's hear-th compared to that of the generar popuration on
a scale from one (worse) to fj_ve (better).
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Tb.b1e 1B

fletweon Group Comparlsons of Jndex a.nd Control I'fothers

on Dependent Variabl-es

Varlab].e Source df SS ¡fS Ir p

Hobl th locus
of control l-Jetween 1 48.3 l+8,3 0"76 NS

within 70 44\9 "3 6l"S
.lo tal 7 1 4497 ,6

Perceived
vulnerabl ll ty lJe tveen

I¡amiIl-al
support

l'll thin

To tal'

Ile ùr+een

1{i thln

'fo tal

55" t 55"1 o,4B NS

8076"8 115"3

81f 1 .9

141.6 41"6 2.06 NS

48o6.z 68"6

4g4z.a
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TâbIs 19

Il¡rrrotheels TeetlnF Summanr

Ilypothesis Supported Unsupported

1

2

)

4

5

6

7

aU

9

10

1l

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Univariate t-tests were performed to determine if there
were any differences between index and contror mothers'

ratings of their famiries' and participating children's
health status. Tabte 20 indicates that there is no

signifÍcant difference between index and contror mothers'

ratings of their famiries' hearth status- There also j_s no

significant difference between index and contror mothers,

ratings of participating children's heal-th reratÍve to that
of other chirdren in the fami)-y. However, compared to
contror mothers, index mothers rated their participating
chíldren's hearth status rerative to the generar popuJ_ation

as significantly poorer t(7O) = -L.45, p ( .OO3.

This indicates that while index mothers perceive their
chirdren to be in poor heaÌth, they minimize thei_r chirdren's
heaÌth problems when assessing family health.
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Table 20

Post-hoc iletween Grou {)omparlsone of I'fothers s I{eaI-th Ratlnss

rndex (H=j5¡

SD

Con trol- ( ¡¡=16 ) t
SD

P
Variab]-e Þf¡'l

FamiJ-y heal- th
s ta tus

ChJ.Id/famity
health status

ChiIct/general
popula tion
heal th s ta tus

3.9 o"6

3.O o.7

1' o.B

4"2

3"3

3"8

o"B -1"45 NS

o"7 -1 "62 NS

o.B -3.06 . oo3



DISCUSSTON

The purpose of the present study was to examine

somatization j-n chirdren by utirizing the Hearth Belief
Model (Cummings et aI., 19BO; Kirscht, IgZ4)" The health-
rerated beriefs (perceived vurnerabirity, heatth rocus of
control. and perceived famitiar support) of somatizing
chirdren and their mothers were examined with regard to their
rerationships with the chirdren's somatization. The hearth-
rerated beriefs of somatizing chirdren were compared with the
hearth-rerated beriefs of their mothers wÍth regard to
abil-ity to predict frequency and intensity of somatization.
rn addition, somatizíng chirdren and theír mothers were

compared with non-somatizing chitdren and their mothers with
regard to the hearth-related betiefs previousry mentioned.

Children's Health Beliefs and Somatizatíon

The basic tenet of the Hearth Berief Model_ (cummings et
âl-, 19Bo; Kirscht, 1974) is that an fndividuat's beriefs
about hearth and irlness are essentiar in determining how an

individual behaves regarding heatth and ilrness. l,Iith
regard to this study, it was expected that chitdren's
perceived vurnerabirity to irlness, hearth rocus of control.
and perceived familial support when iI1 would have

significant rerationships with somatization frequency and

-intensity- However, findings regarding these predicted

110
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relationships derived from the Heal-th Belief Model (HBM) were

mÍxed at best, j-ndicating a re-evaluation and revision of the

HBM in understanding iIl-ness behaviors l-ike somatization in

children.

PerceÍved Vulnerabilitv. Perceived vulnerability to

illness and accident was significantly related as predicted

to both somatization frequency and intensity" Children who

visited their pediatrician frequently reporting somatic

complaints felt more vulnerable to illness and accident than

somatizing children who visÍted their pediatrician less

frequently. As well somatizíng children who reported more

severe, disabling symptoms felt more vulnerable to illness

and accident than somatizing children whro reported less

severe, disabling symptoms. These findings can be explained

by the contention of the HBM that individuals who somatize

interpret many physiologj-cal sensations as symptoms and view

these symptoms as threatening. Individuals who feel

vulnerable to illness and accident wlll, according to the HBM,

monitor their physiologj-cal states closely, thus givj-ng rj-se

to many opportunities to interpret those sensations as

threatening symptoms. This error in symptom attribution then

l-eads to more frequent doctor visits to report j-IIness

(Mechanic, 1972). According to Barsky (L979 ) those who

somatj-ze ampJ-ify bodily sensations that are normally

disregarded and minimized by other people. The results

suggest that the more vulnerable an individual feels to
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health problems, the closer that individual monitors physiologj-cat

sensations and the more that lndividual amplifies those

sensations" As a result, the more severe and dj-sabling are

the symptoms that the individual reports.

Hea]-th Locus of Control. It was hypothesized that a

high frequency of somatj-zation woutd be associated with

external health locus of control. Those who somatíze were

hypothesized to lack a sense of self-efficacy regarding their

ability to care for their health, to perceive their health

status to be the object of chance or luck, to feel that their

actions regardlng their health would not result in desired

outcomes, and to be more likely to entrust their heal-th care

to others. This was not reflected in the results, however.

External health locus of controt was not signifÍcantly

related to somatization frequency as hypothesized. In fact,

there was a trend for somatizing children to have a more

internal health locus of control. For the somatizi-ng

children in this study, serf-efficacy regarding hearth is not

evidenced in self-care and stoicism but in the faithful

reporting of disturbing physical symptoms so that more

capable adults wilI provide amelj-oration and care.

The bulk of previous research concerning the role

health locus of control plays in health-related actions has

been carried out with adults (WaJ-l-ston & Wal-Iston, L97B),

Moreover, adul-t measures of health locus of control beliefs
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have been used in deveroping similar measures for chirdren
(Parcer & Meyer, 1978)" perhaps the assumptions that adurt
and chlrd hearth rocus of contror bellefs are evidenced by

similar behaviors and can be measured using simitar crlterÍa
are incorrect. chirdren may view acting on sensations
promptry by reporting them to a responsibre adurt as a way of
controrring their hearth. Therefore, this aspect of
somatization behavior courd be viewed as an expressÍon of
internal, not external health locus of control- from a child's
perspective. A model- of of health-related behavi-ors which is
based on adult health concepts may be i_nappropriate when

applied to child health-related behaviors.

Hearth rocus of contror arso did not correrate
significantry and in the predicted direction with
somatization intensity. somatizing chÍrdren who reported
more severe and disabring symptoms did not exhibit a more

external hearth locus of contror than chirdren who reported
ress severe and disabring symptoms. This can perhaps be

exprained by a rack of somatization specific questions in the
hearth rocus of contror measure- For exampre, chirdren were

asked to respond yes or no to statements such as "peopre who

never get sick are just prain rucky" and "l¡Ihen r am sick, r
can do things to get better". The use of somatization-
specific statements such as "peopre who never get
stomachaches are just prain rucky" and ,,when r have a
headache r can do things to get better,' may have assessed
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hearth rocus of contror i-n a manner more retevant to
somatÍzatlon fntensity than generar statements concerning

health locus of contror. chirdren may have more externar
beriefs regarding their somatic symptoms than regarding
health in general" This could be due to a social
desirabilÍty response bias toward the more general statements

or greater personar experience with the paÍns referred to in
more specific statements. Greater experience with somatic

compraints courd read to a more externar hearth rocus of
contror due to the frequent, unexplained, and treatment
resistant quality of the symptoms.

Famiríar support- The HBM predicts that an indivj_duat's
propensity to report symptoms will_ depend partially on the
amount of sociar support an indivÍduar receives for slnnptom

disclosure" However, amount of famiriar support for symptom

reporting and other itrness-related behavÍors dtd not
correlate significant]-y with frequency of somatization, or
account slgnificantry for the variance of somatlzatÍon
frequency. ThÍs fall-ure can perhaps be explained by the fact
that the measure of family support used Ín this study was not
speciflc to support received for somatization behavior, such

as having stomachaches and headaches, and reporting stomach

and head pains. Rather, it measured support recelved for
being sick i-n a generar sense. A somatlzation-specific
questionnaire would have provided more accurate information
regarding the amount of support for somatization behavior
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recefved by the children parents than a general measure.

Alternatively, the fallure of familial support to

correrate significantì-y with frequency of somatization can be

expì-ained by the trend toward internal health tocus of

controJ- exhibited by children with high somatízation

frequency- It could be that these children's sense of
greater control over thelr health made famtlial support

unnecessary for symptom reporting to occur. The negative

correlation between the somatÍzing children's health locus of

control belÍefs and percefved familial support indicates that

a more internar heatth locus of contror was associ-ated with
perceptions of low familial support. However, Iack of a

specific familial support measure is the likeliest

expranation for the failure of famiry support to correrate

signlficantry with somatlzatÍon frequency, as the trend toward

internal health locus control_ vlas very weak.

The amount of famiriar support that somatizing chitdren
reported receÍving when tlr corretated significantry with

somatization Íntensity, but j.n the direction opposite that
hypotheslzed from the HBM. somatizing chirdren who reported
more severe. disabling symptoms reported receiving Less

support from their parents when iII than children who

reported Iess severe, disabling symptoms. The finding

suggests that the l-ess supported the somatizing chitdren

felt for being sick and reporting symptoms, the rouder they
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felt they had to fÍguratively yell to be heard by their

parents and doctors" It could be that an interactlon occurs,

whereby complaining leads to less parental attention,

which leads to more complaining. This would also tend to

increase perceived vurnerabirity and make doctor visits more

important.

MothersI Health Beliefs and Somatization

Index mothers' health-related beliefs dÍd not correlate

significantly with their children's somatízatfon frequency

or Íntensity, or contribute sÍgnifJ-cantly toward accounting for

the variance of the two aspects of somatization. This

finding is not entirely unexpected, given the supposition of

Jordan and O'Grady (1983) and Lewis and Lewis (1-9BZ) that

the foremost factors determining health beliefs and

behaviors are those directly associated with the child.

Indeed, the failure of mothers' health-related betiefs to

relate to their children's somatization freguency and

intensity courd be viewed as an indicatton of the importance

of indivldual beliefs in determining illness behavior.

It is surprising, however, that mothersr health-related

beliefs were as uninfluential as the results of this study

indicate. It would be expected from the HBM that children

would be influenced to some extent by their mothers with

regard to symptom reporting and appropri-ate behavior when

ill, since heal-th beÌiefs are presumably learned by chl-Idren
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at least Ín part from their parents" One explanation could

be that the symptom experience is so very powerful that it is

unaffected by the behavÍor or beliefs of others" This Ís not

to suggest that mothers are unimportant with regard to

behaviors, however. Children report theÍr symptoms and

physical complaints to their parents, and parents ultimately

decide whether or not to take their children to the doctor.

The HBM may need to be revised concerning parents' influence

on their chfJ.dren's beliefs, such that parents have a less

direct influence on their children's personal beliefs, while

playing a key role in treatment decisions.

In addÍtion, Iack of somatization specific-statements

in the questionnaires used to measure motlrers' health-retated

beliefs coutd trave fa1.led to provide informatíon directly

relevant to their childrenrs somatization behavior and

beliefs regarding their symptoms. Mothers may report that

they respond differently to their children's somatic symptoms

than they respond to other illnesses in the chj-Idren. For

example, mothers may attend more to their children when they

report somatlc symptoms and may be more likely to take their

chj-ldren to the doctor, than when the children have colds or

other ailments.

Between Group Comparisons

The finding that the index and controL groups did not

differ significantly with regard to their health-related
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bellefs is both surprising and difficult to explain given the

fact that one group somatized and the other presumably did

not" One expl-anation could be that thre control group was

somehow unrepresentative of the general population of weII

children. I¡Ihile some control chíldren were at the pediatrÍcian

for preventl-ve treatment, others were experiencing acute

Íllness" It could be that the ilJ-ness experience has such a

powerful J-nfluence on health beliefs that the controÌ

children who were at the pedlatrícian for acute health

problems had beliefs more simÍIar to the index group than to

the well general population" It is note-worthy that the

control chlldren perceived themselves to be as vulnerable to

illness and accident as the children who somatized,

suggestÍng that acute i1lness experience caused the control

chil-dren's perception to resemble that of children with more

chronic complalnts"

Index and control mothers were hypothesized to dfffer

in their health-retated beliefs because of the assumptlons of

the HBM that (a) mothers' beliefs help produce chÍIdren's

heatth beliefs and (b) children who somatize have different

health beliefs than children who do not somatize. The finding

that index and control mothers did not differ with regard to

their heal-th-retated beliefs suggests that the causal connect-

ion between mothers' and children's health-related bellefs is

negligible, and that the HBM needs to be revised with regard

to the influence mothers have on their chi.l-dren's beliefs.
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Post-hoc analyses of demographic and health-status

rating differences between the index and control groups may

also shed light on ttre lack of differences with regard to

health-rerated beriefs" The onry variabres on which the two

groups differed significantly were (a) the number of health

probrems the index mothers reported that their families had

experienced 1n the 12 months prfor to particípating j_n the

study, and (b) the health ratlngs by mothers of their

participating children's health relative to the general

population. Index mothers rated their chlldren's health as

significantly poorer relative to the general population than

did control mothers" In additÍon, Índex mothers reported

significantly more illnesses J.n their families than the

control mothers reported. However, compared to control

mothers. index mothers did not rate their families as having

signi-ficantly worse health. They also did not perceive

themselves to be more vulnerabLe to illness and acci-dent.

These fJ-ndings suggest that the tack of differences between

index and control mottrers on the dependent measures and

family health ratings may reflect a lack of sensitivity on

the part of Índex mothers to the impact that illness may have

on family members' health-related beliefs, such as feelings

of increased vulnerability to illness, concerns about the

unpredictability of health status, and concerns about physical

sensations and symptoms. If this tack of sensitivity exists,

it would prevent mothers from recognizing their children's

needs for reassurance and explanations regarding heal-th
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concerns and physical sensations. As a result, children's

concerns and worries regarding their health would persist,

leading to lncreased feelÍngs of vulnerability and, presumably,

íncreased physiological monitorlng and somatic complaints.

If thls were so, it would be expected that other chitdren in

the index families would somatize. No data was collected

concerning the somatizatÍon hJ-story of sfbllngs, however.

Thus, the erroneous assumption that mothers' health beJ-iefs

help produce theÍr children's beliefs 1s the most 1j-kely

explanation for the lack of differences between index and

control mothers' health-related beliefs.

Directíons for Future Research

In the present study, only one health-related belief of

somatizing children, perceived vulnerability, vras found to be

rel-ated to somatization as hypothesized. As well, Do

differences were found between index and control groups with

regard to the health-related beliefs. It 1s concluded that

the results provide only limlted support for the HBM as an

appropriate framework to examine illness behaviors in

chlldren. Therefore, a reappraisat and refinement of the

model and its components is necessary.

An important theoretÍcal Íssue raised in this study is

that of the HBM'S appropriateness in explaining children's

health-related beliefs and behaviors, given that the model

was developed from research with aduLts. Chil-d development
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literature provides ampte evldence that children think and

reason much dÍfferentry than do adurts. Moreover, the range

of hearttr-rerated behaviors aval-rable to chirdren is much

more limited than for adults" Thus, âD J-mportant direction
for future research wirr be to revise the HBM so that ft is
realistic and meaningfur for chirdren. As cummings et ar.
(1980) have pointed out, any attempt at moder buirding and

testing needs to take not onty a theory of heal-th-rerated
behaviors into account, but also must incorporate variabres
peculiar to the populatfon to be studied.

If the HBM Ís to be a more accurate predictor of
chirdren's hearth-related behaviors, components of the moder

such as personar characteristics, benefits/barriers to
action, and hearth motivation must be redefined to be

consistent with chitdren's reasonlng abÍritfes, hearth care

resources, and personal capabirities. For exampre, health
rocus of control should be redefined to refrect what serf-
care and seLf-efficacy regarding hearth mean for chirdren.
The resurts of thj.s study suggest that interpretlng a chird's
symptom reporting as an exampre of externar hearth locus of
contror because the behavior in adurts exemprÍfi_es suctr a

berief may be incorrect. Measures of chirdren's hearth-
related beliefs that are identlcal to adult measures but with
simprer tanguage wirr not necessarily provide information
that can be interpreted using adult norms.
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with regard to measures of hearth-related beliefs and

behaviors, an lmportant dlrectfon for future research wiII be
to devel-op more and better instruments. There are few pencir
and paper measures of children's hearth-related beriefs, and

those that exist have not been adequatery varidated" rn
addition, tests need to be devetoped that are not simpry
adurt tests in chirdren's ranguage, but refrect instead
hearth beriefs that are consfstent with chÍtdren's
capabilities and Iimj_tations.

The findÍngs of the present study arso suggest that
measures specific to somatization behavior wourd have

provided more usefur i-nformation. No measures concerning
rocus of contror and famir-iar support of somatization
currently exist, and need to be developed.

severar methodorogicar changes to the present study
would be advisabr.e for any future research of this topic.
The fÍrst change woutd involve the setting in which the
contror group was obtained. The finding that there were no

differences between the index and contror groups with regard
to health-retated beriefs is perhaps the most puzzting aspect
of the present study. Any future studies shourd i-ncrude
controL groups from non-medicar settings in order to rure out
situationar response bias and the impact that acute irrness
may have on subjects' health-related beliefs.

Another methodorogicar consideration for future research
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would be to increase sample size in order to increase

statj-stlcal power" Thfs would be particuJ.arly important with

regard to the relationships between health locus of control

and somatization frequency and intensity. The Pearson

correlations for these relationships approached significance.

These relationshfps may have been statfstically sÍgnificant

had the sample size been larger. The statistical power in

the present study, with an N of 36, was not great enough to

detect :significant relationships between health locus of

control and somatization frequency and intensity. FÍnaIIy,

the measures used in the present study did not provide

informatfon specífic to children's beJ-j.efs regarding thelr

somatic symptoms. They would need to be modified in future

studies in order to provide this more relevant information.

Practical Relevance of the Findings

Perhaps the most important finding of the present study

is the greater influence of children's beliefs compared to

the beliefs of their mothers in accounting for somatization

frequency and intensity. This flndlng conflrms the

suppositions of Jordan and O'Grady (1983) and Lewis and Lewis

(1982), that the health beliefs of children are essential

when assessing children's health-related behaviors. ülhile

the betiefs and behaviors of parents and adult caregivers are

important to consider, particuJ-arly with regard to decisj-ons

to seek medicaL care, the current study suggests that health
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professionals must ínclude children as active partJ-cipants in

treatment" Te111ng a mother that there Ís nothlng physÍcally

wrong with her child wJ-lt have little lmpact on the slnnptoms

of the child unless the chlld can be convinced as well"

Another issue of practical relevance suggested by the

present study concerns with the etiology and treatment of

somatizatlon" Somatization is not simply a stress-related

disorder. A somatizing child feels vulnerable to illness

and accident, whether or not the child feels stressed. This

specific bellef about perceived vulnerability could be easier

to change than a more global problem of nonspecific stress"

It is to be hoped that j-ncreased knowledge and understanding

of the speclfic beliefs involved in somatizíng children

will result in improved methods, such as cognitive-behavÍoral-

programs for changÍng somatizing chfldren's health beliefs,

and preventlve health education programs for children, Ín

dealing with this puzzling childhooa probfem.
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Àppendix À

DSM-I I I DIÀGNOSES

The information provided in this appendix has been quoted

from DSM-rIr (epe, 1980), p. 241-242 and p" 249-250"

Somatoform Di sorders

The essential features of t.his group of disorders are

physical symptoms suggesting physical disorder (hence, Soma-

toform) for r+hich there are no demonstrable organic findings

or known physiological mechanisms and for which there is po-

sitive evidence, oF a strong presumption, that the symptoms

are linked to psychological factors or conflicts. Unlike

Factitious Disorder or Malingering, the symptom production

in Somatoform Disorders is not under voluntary control,

i"e", the individual does not experience the sense of con-

troIJ-ing the production of the symptoms" ÀIthough the symp-

toms of Somatoform Di sorders are ' phys ical , ' the spec i f ic

pathophysiological processes involved are not demonstrabl-e

or understandabl-e by ex i st ing l-aboratory procedures and are

conceptualized mosL cj-earì-y using psychoì.ogicaI contructs.

For that reason, these disorders are not classi fied as

'physicaL disorders.'
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300"81 SomatizaLion Disorder

The essential features are recurrent and mulLiple somatic

complaints of several years' duration for which medical at-

t.ention has been sought but which are apparently not due to

any physièal disorder" The disorder begins before the age

of 30 and has a chronic but fluctuating course.

Complaint.s are of ten presented in a dramat ic, vague, or

exagerat.ed wây, or are part of a compl icated medical hi story

in which many physicaL diagnoses have been considered. The

individuaLs frequently receive medical- care from a number of

physicians, sometimes simultaneously. (eltnough most people

without mental disorders at various times have aches and

pains and other physical complaints, they rarely bring them

to medical attention. ) Complaints invariably invol-ve the

following organ sysLems: conversion or pseudoneurological

(."g", paralysis, blindness), gastrointestinal (".g., abdom-

inal pain), f emale reproductive (".g., painf uì- menstrua-

Lion), psychosexuat (e"g", sexuat indifference), pain (."g",

back pain ) , and cardiopuJ.monary ( 
". 

g. , dizziness ) .

Àssociated Features. Ànxiety and depressed mood are com-

mon. In fact, many individuals with this disorder who seek

mental health care do so because of depressive symptoms,

which include suicide threats and attempts. Antisocial be-

havior. and occupational, interpersonaÌ, and marital diffi-

cul-ties are common. HaLlucinations are also reported; this

is usualJ,y the haIluc inat ion of hear ing one' s name called



without impai rment of real i ty test ing.

ity oisorder and, more rarely, Antisoc

der of t,en are also present.

134
strionic Personal-

Personality Disor-

Hi

ial

Àqe at, onset. Symptoms usually begin in the teen years

oF, rarely, in t.he 20's. Menstrual dif f iculties may be one

of the earliest sympLoms in femaLes, arthough preadoì-escents

and adol-escents may present wiLh seizures, depressive symp-

toms, headache, abdominal pain, or a plethora of other phys-

ical symptoms "

Course " This is a chronic but f l-uctuating disorder that
rarely remits spontaneously. A year seldom passes without

some medical attention"

Impairment and complications. Because of constant seek-

ing out of doctors, numerous medical- evaluations are under-

gone, both in and out of the hospital; and there is f re-

quently unwitting submission to unnecessary surgery. These

individuals run the risk of Substance Use Disorders involv-

ing various prescribed medicines. Because of depressive

symptoms, they may experience long periods of incapacity and

frequent suicidal threats and attempts. Completed suicide,

when it occurs, is usuall-y associated with Substance Abuse"

People with this disorder often lead lives as chaotic and

complicated as bheir medical histories.

Predisposinq factors. No information.
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Prevalence and sex ratio" Aproxirnately 1ea of females

have Lhis disorder. The disorder is rarely diagnosed in

maLes "

Fami I ia1 pattern. This disorder and Antisocial Personal-

are more common among family members than in

population"

ity nisorder

the general

307"80 Psychoqenic Pain Disorder
'

The essential feat,ure is a clinical picture in which the

predominant feature is the complaint of pain, in the absence

of adequate physical findings and in association with evi-

dence of the etiological role of psychological fact.ors. The

disturbance is not due to any other mentat disorder.

The pain symptom either is inconsistent with the anatomic

distribution of the nervous system or, if it mimics a known

disease entity (as in angina or sciatica), cannot be ade-

quately accounted for by organic pathology, after extensive

diagnostic evaluation" SimilarIy, ño pathophysiological

mechanism accounts for the pain, âs in tension headaches

caused by muscle spasm"

That psychol-ogical factors are etioLogical-Iy involved in

pain may be evidenced by a temporaJ- relationship between an

environmentaL stimulus that is apparentLy rel-ated to a psy-

chological confLict or need and the initiation or exacerba-

tion of the pain, or by the pain's permittinq the individuaL
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to avoid some activity t.hat is noxious

get suppport from the environment Lhat.

be forthcoming"

to

ot

him or her or to

herwise might not

Àssociated features" Psychogenic Pain Disorder may be

accompanied by other localized sensory or motor function

changeso such as paresthesias and muscle spasm. There often

are frequent visits to physicians to obtain relief despite

medical reassurance (doctor-shopping), excessive use of an-

algesics without rel-ief of the pain, reguests for surgery,

and the assumption of an invalid role. The individual usu-

atty refuses to consider the role of psychological factors

in the pain. In some cases the pain has symbolic signifi-

cancen such as pain mimicking angina in an individual whose

father died from heart disease. À past history of conver-

sion symptoms is common" Histrionic personaJ-ity traits are

seldom present, nor is 'la beIle indif ference,' though con-

cern about the pain symptom is usuall-y less than its stated

severity. Dysphoric moods are common.

Age at

life, from

f requently

onset" This disorder can occur at any stage of

Course. The pain usually appears suddenly and increases

in severity over a few days or weeks. The symptom may sub-

side with appropriate intervention or termination of a pre-

cipitating event, or it may persist for months or years if

reinforced.

childhood to old â9e, but seems to begin most

in adoLescence or earl-y adul-thood.
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ImÞairment" This varies with the int.ensiLy and duration

of the pain and may range from a slight disturbance of so-

cial or occupat.ional functioning to total incapacity and

need for hospitalization"

Complicat.ions" The most serious compi-ications are iatro-
genic; they include dependence on minor tranquilizers and

narcotic analgesics and repeated, unsuccessful, surgical in-

tervention.

Predisposinq factors. Severe psychosocial stress is a

predisposing f actor.

Prevalence. No information, although the disorder is

probably common in general medical- practice"

Sex ratio" The disorder is more frequent.i-y diagnosed in

women.

Familial pattern " ReLat.ives of individuals with this

disorder have had more painful injuries and illnesses than

occur in the general poputation.
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.r\ppendix lt

Index (joup Incluslon Protocol

1 am conducting a study of somatízatlon in chilclren born

in the years 1972 to 1977 (betweon the ages of B an<ì 13

ye.rs ) . By soma tízation I a'rn referring to tlte reportin¡3 of

any physlcal s1-mptom or complaJ-nt f'or which no demonstrablc

or ldentifiable diseaso or illness can be fot¡ncl . You rnay

have heard such lndividuals referrecl to as t'l-rellyacllerstt or

the !lworried weJ-lrt "

Children Dliaible for Studv

ANY boy or glrl vho epeaks English as a- first language born

ln tlre years 1972 to 1977 (between the ages of B ancl 1l) r¡tro

is brou6ht to you reporting sympLoms or complaints for which

you can fíncl no organic basis.

Chlldren InelißlbIe for S_tudv

Any glrl who has reached menarche is not etlgible, Âny

children born before 1972 or af ter 1977 (wlro are olcle¡- than

13 or you¡rg€r than B) a'r€ not ell¡¡ible. Any children who

does not speak lJngllsh as a first langrra¡1e are not ell¡11ble
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Dear Parent,

Ms" Renee Boomgaarden, a candidate for a master's degree

in psychology at the University of Manitoba, is conducting a

research project here at the Manitoba Clinic Department of

Pediatrics" The project. is under the direction of Dr. Bruce

Tefft, Depart,ment of Psychology, University of Manitoba.

The study focuses on the way children report symptoms and

physical complaints t.o thei r doctor, and v¿hat these chi Idren

and their mothers think about sickness and health. This

study should provide valuable information which will assist

us in helping these children and their mothers.

The pediatricians at the Manitoba Cl-inic are assisting

h{s" Boomgaarden in identifying typical children and mothers

to participate in the study. You and your child have been

selected at random as being eJ.igibIe participants. Your

help with this study would reguire about 30 minutes of your

and your child's time to filf out 3 brief questionaires.

Participation is, of course, entirelv vol-unLary for both you

and your chiId, and your decision wiLl- not infLuence the

care you receive at the clinic. Dr. has given his

approval for the study. You may wish to discuss your

concerns with hirn.

If you and your child are interested in participating in

this study, please tell- the doctor, and Ms Boomgaarden wilL

give you and your child the quest ionnai res today at the
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clinic after the doctor is finished with you" Àl-1

information wiIl be kept strictLv conf idential" This means

that no one, not even your doctor, wiII see the

questionnaires you fiIl out except Ms" Boomgaarden. Eveyone

who participat.es wiII be sent a summary of the resul-ts once

Lhe study is completed" Thank you very much for your

cooperation.



I r¡nderstand the purpose of this etudy and knor¿ that my

privacy and that of my chfl-ct witl l¡e respecbed by the

interwietrrero r also understand that r wil-t be sent a letter

describing the outcome of the study once it 1s ffnl-shedu and

that I wl-ll not be glven lnformatlon l-ow I or my chl-I-d

compare r¡ith otb.ere on an lndl-vldual levelr or how I or my

chiJ.d performed on a certal-n questlonnal-re.

r43

Parents s algnaturo

Date
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iease fíIl our Ehis form as completely as possible-

, What healCh problems, other than the usual colds and flu, have you and yc-rur
. family experlenced during the last l2 months? Please state the nature oF

rhe problem and who was 111.

. How would you rate your family's health at the present time?

POOR FAI R GOOI) EXCELLENT

. l^Ihat is your marital staEus?

Ilarried/Living As }farried

Separa Ie<1

Divorced

Widowed

Never llarried

r. tJlrat is yorrr occupatiorr?

What is your spouse's(l[' applic:rble)
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. Hor¿ many children do you have?

.GE SEX

. Compared to other children ln the family, lrow woul,d you rale the over all
health of the child you brought to tlre pediatrician today?

I,JORSE SA.I'f E BETTDR }fUCIt BETTI]R

. Compared to to other people in the generaI population, lrow would you rate
the health of the child you brought to the pediatrician today?

I^IORSE SA}IE BE'TTIìR TfUCII I]I'TTIìR

B. trlhat is ttre highest level of sclrool ing you ltave completed?

Grades I-4

Grades 5-8

Grades 9-12

Tecl¡. or Voc. trainÍng

Universiry
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Á,ppendix D

Scale 1

llow many tl-mes in the past 12 montlres lras thle child been

brought to the cllnic reporting symptome for whlch no

demonstrabLe or identifiabl-e dl-sease or illnees could be

found?
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Scale 2 Rating Criteria
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il.ppendix F

Scale 2

Compared to other chlldren who you have treatecl for

6ymptoms for v¡hich no demonstrable or identl-fiable disease

or iJ.J-ness could be found, on a scale of 1 to J with l bein¡3

the least sewere and J being the most aevereu how would you

rate thls child as to the severj-ty of soma'tízation he or she

presents ?

1

2

3_
Il

5

l.Jhat was the presenting somatl-c complaint f'or this child on

this visit?

.ftbdominal pain

Ileadaclre

Limb pain

o ther
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Tlús protocol is i¡tended to assist you rrien ycnr rzrte tl¡e sr¡ntizing chilclren

ls to tte severity of blæ snatization tlæy present. [Þlow I hurve noted sone

:ehaviors that may be characteristic for e¿rch s:verity rating. I)[e¿rg: usx-' this

rrotoc¡l as a general guide wten making your eval-uations. I r-e¿rli;¿e Llurl a

:lúld may not fit perfectly into a particllar rating category. I)leaæ l¿rLe

:ach child by placing hr-im or her ix tke category wtrich best descrilæs ttre

x¡natization conplai-nts lre or ste presents.

A rating of 1 ucErld characterize a srn¿rtizinß child \\ip

preænts tte foll-owing:

-Experiences tþ preænting symptuns f<;l' minutes as

opposed to hcxlrs.

-slpus no facial sigls of dl$'rc'ss

-has not curtailed activities because c>f tle s5nrpt<rns

-has not experienced pa-in bad encxrgh to rnake trirn or her cry

A rating of 2 ucmld characteríze a sm¿rtÍzing child rr,Ìx;

pr€sents s5,mptcrns more ævere tha¡ a 1 rating l-rrt not ævere

enough to warront a 3 rating.

gZg__ê__sx4.{LI_ Lr Lt_ e.lÈ l9_f!ill

i) r'c sì(-'ttts Lln l'ollosing:
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4 A rating of 4 ru¡uld ch:racteriza' ¿r sx-¡n¿ltizing child

w{o presented slnrptcms that \ret€ mot'e rJevere tlr:ur ¿r l} r'ating

hrt not severe enough to rrzrrr¿urt ¿r 5 r:rting"

5 A rating of 5 ru¡rld char¿rcterízc ¿r scmatizing cldld u{x;

presents tte foll<¡rving I

-€xpertences tlle presenting s5nrptons for lpurs <-rr d:rys

-slxrws er<tensive facial signs of distress (e.g., wincing

grinracing )

-reports pain bad encugh to make then cry

-reports a cess¿rtion of most d¿ìiIy activities because

of tle symptcns

-reports lying still- <;r curling up in reacticm t<-r ttæ ¡rain
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, $'ouId like you tc; learn about dif l'erent u'avs <'lli ìtlt't:n look
. Lheir he¿LlLh. fle¡'e ¿rre some sL¿rtenìônts ¿ttxrtt L lr<:irl Lh <tt' i llness
;ickness). Sorne of thern y<-lu rvilI think irre Lt'tte ,¿t¡rcl lso y()u tvi I I

rcle t he YUS. Sorne of Lhern yoLr thi¡rk are nr¡L t t'ue ¿r¡ld s() y()u

.1,1, circ:le the NO. Even if it is ver'\'llard Lo tlccitle, tx: sure
I circle YES or NO f or evet'y statement. Never r:i t't:lel llt¡t.ll YI!S

rcl NO f or one stirtemênt. 'f here are no ri¡¡ht ()r' \\'r'orrr{ :uìs\\'rìr's,

) sure to alìs\.rer the way you really l'tle[ ¿rncl ttot Llre u'¿ty ttLller'
r<l¡lle r:ri¡;lrL f'eeì .

:^U'l'ICE: 'l'ry the statetnents belon.
¿r., Chi Icllen (l¡lrì get si ck"

. you Lllinl< this is trtte, ('.ircle'.-.YIìS
: yor: tllinl< tllis is uot true, circle...NO

b" Chi ldren never get si ck.
you think this is true, cit'cIe. .. YliS

y()u thinl< thi s is nclL t¡'ue, ,cir<:lc...NO

Y I':.S l¡( )

Ï1.:s I't( )

I

I

ly one more st¿ìLemenL

c . ll'hc. tt I ¿un n cl l.

l'<¡ r' l) r¿ìc t ice .

sick, I ¿urì lte¡rltlly Y I.;S N0

s't'Â1'ti.ltìÌ,¡'l's 'f ttLl \iAY YOulil''l'u ll.N'i'ilt t)^G u ANIJ DO 'I'tIIJ IìES'I' OI¡ 'I'IUì

I)RAC'I'i CIÌIJ
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t" Good health cornes f rorn læ i n¡¡ lucky,

I c¿rn d<; nrany tltitrgs t<-¡ keep It'orrr gctLing sicl<.,

tel ls nre L<.r cl<.¡.

YIìS NO

Ytts

YI.;S

VIì I]

YIÌS

YIiS

YI.;S

YI.;S No

No

NO

NO

No

)_"

t.

1.

1-

Bacl Iuck ¡n¿rkes ¡teo¡tì.e sick.

I c¿rn orr l y clo u'haL tlle doclor

If I get sick, it is
h:l¡r¡len s.

because f{etti¡ìg si r:k .iu st

)"

7"

PeopIe who never get sick are just plain lrr<:k\'.

.vl y mot her must tel I rne horv to kee¡r I l'orrr

ge L t i rtg s j ck.

8" On I y ¿r docLor' ()r rt nurse kee¡lìr- nr() I't'ont gc t. I ittl¡
si (ik 

"

I c:¿rn rlo L h i rtg s t.o gc: L Lx'l tc't'. Ylrl¡^ I'lo

NO

No

9"

0"

\i'lletr I lull sit:k,

Il I get llurlL it
hir¡r¡len.

is be'causer ¿tcc:icl t'rtts .i ttst

l. I c¿rn do rn¿rny Lhirtgs t<-r f igltt i I ltìess.

'¿'" On1y Llle dc-ntist c¿ln take (::rre of'

\' t.; f.ì I J( )

3 . OL lle t' ¡tt:o¡t Ie nru sL Le I I nìcr ltorv Lo NO

lìo4.

tn )' tee t lr.

str:r 5, ltc:r ! t lry .

Ïtrs I\J()

yI.;S NO

Y l',¡^

Yt, sI it Iuays
llu ¡'t- l L

Llle rìur':je rigltt ¿ttt'rty ìf- I H,'t

t¡. nrt¡ st. Lr: I I rÌro ltorv l.o kcr'¡r

sc lt<lo I .

lt',rr lrirr,,irr11 \'l'; S I.J()
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.6" I c¡ru rrr¿rke choices about rny lre'alLll , Yr';s No

i,7 " Other l)eople nlu st te I I nre rvh¿¡.t to rlo rvllen I Yl;S No

feel sick"

L 8. Whenever I f ee I si ck I go t<¡ see L lle' scllot¡ I YIIS NO

nurse rigtrt ¿rway.

19. Ttrere are things I can do to have heirlthy YES NO

te-eth.

¿O" I can <Io rnan5'thirrgs to preverìL ¿rr:cidenLs. Yiìs No
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is is a questionnaire to fínd out how likely you think that you will get

ck or hurt this next year. Below each question about the liklihood of

u getting sick or hurt are 7 cholces ranging from NO CIIANCE to CERTÂIN.

ad each sencence and pick the one word below that will ansv¡er the question

Ehat it r¿ill be true f or you. Circle only one ansr.rer per question " There
'

e no right or v¡rong ansr^rers. Be sure to answer the way you really feel'and

t the way other people might want you to feel.

MPLE QUESTION:

I^lhat chance is there of vour breaking vour Ieg during, tlris nexlJJir?

.ALI'ÍOST NO

CI{.ANCE

,EASE TURN THE

. A SI.ÍALL.
CHANCE

A I'fEDIUI.I
C}IANCE ^ 

(;()ol).
CIIANCE

. Ar.t'rOsT.
CERTAIN

. CERTA ln'

PAGE AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS AS YOU t\tERIi lNS'I'RUCTDD T0.



l. Hhat chance 1s there oI yotrr getLlnf] tl¡e llu durlng tlrls next year? L59

.AL}IOST NO. .A SM.ALL. A ÞIEDIUI'I. A GOOD. .ALTIO.ST. CERTAIII
CHANCE CHANCE CITANCE CIIANCE CERTAIN

2. I'Ihat chance is tltere of your having a bad accldent durlng tltis ncxt year?

'ALMosr No. .A SM,{LL. ¡\ I'ÍEDIUM. .A GooD. .^L}tosr. cER'tr\tN
CHANCE CHANCE CILANCE CILANCE CERTAIN

3. lrlhat chance is chere of your getting a rash durlng thls next year?

.ALÌ'IOST NO. .A Sru\LL. A I'ÍEDIUI.Í. .A GOOD. .ALMOST. .CERTAII{
CHANCE CHANCE CITANCE CITANCE CERTAIN

4. What chance is Ëtrere of your having a tooth pulled durfng this next year?

.ALI'ÍOST NO. .A SI'I,ALL. . A I.IEDIUI.I. . .A GOOD. . .ALMOST. .CERTAII;
CILANCE CHANCE CHANCE CHANCE CERTAIN

5. [^lhat chance is there of your RettinÊ, a sore throat durfne thfs next ve:rJ

.ALMOST NO. .A SÌ.Í,ALL. A I.ÍEDIUTÍ. .A GOOD. .ALMOST. .CERI'AIN
CITANCE CIIANCE CIIANCE CIIANCE CERTAIN

6. tlhat clrance is there of vour gct c 1ng, a f ever durinB tlr is next year?

.ALl'lOS'f NO. .A Sl'l^t.t,. A I'ftal)lUl'Í. .A COO[). .ALl'lOS'l'. .(:lrlì'l^lli
CIIANCIÌ CIIAN(;E CIIANCIì CIIANCIJ CÍìR'I'A I N



7. What chance ls there of your gettfng a toothache

I60

durlng tl¡ls ¡rcxt year?

.8. Wtrat chance ls t.here of your ettinB a cold durl

.ALMOST NO.
CHANCE

.A S}Í¡,LL.
CHÂNCE

A MED IUI'I .
CHÂNCE

A I'IED IUI.I .

CHANCE

.A COOD.
CIIÂNCIi

.A GOOD.

CITANCIì

. A C00l) .

Cll^l'lClì

. . 

^Lr.f 
osT .

CERTAIN

tlris ncxt year?

.^Lr'fosT.
CERTi\lN

. Ar-r'r0sT.
CERTAIN

. AL¡IOST .

CERTAIN

. Al-r'f osT .

0 rìR't'l\ I N

. 

^ 
t .N( Ìs't' .

(:til|l 
^ 

I N

.CERTATN

. CERTAIN

. CERTAIN

. CERTAIN

. CERTA I N

9. l.Ihat chance ls there of your getring bleeding, g,ums durfnß this next year?

.ALMOST NO.

CHANCE

. AL}IOST NO.
C}IANCE

.ALMOST NO.
CHANCE

.A SM.ALL.

CTIANCE

10. What. chance ls tl.rere of your gettlnf, an upset st-eIllêglle-(l,rrit,g tltit ne ?

.Â SMALL.
CHANCE

.A SMALL. A I.ÍEDII.I¡f .

CHANCE CHANCE

A I.1EDIUI.!. .A GOOD.

CHANCE CIIA,NCE

.A GOOD.
CHANCE

tt Mtat chance is there of your missi a ueek oI sclrool (work) l¡ecause of
ess durlng next year?

. Al.t'fosT NO .

CI{ANCE

. 
^t.t10s'f 

NO.
(ill^N(i11

. A SMAI.L .

CILANCIì

. 

^ 
stf ALL.

CIIANCIì

A ¡.f I.]I)IU¡I.
CIIANCI]

^ 
ilt;l) f t,¡1 .

(:il^Ìicl:
. 
^ 

(;()()l).
(:llAl.l(:11

t2. Wltat clr¿rnce is t-ltere oI vot¡r !Ìe LtirtfÌ a.c;tviLY <J rr r I rr¡;,_t ll l .s !lï_!_fS1I_?

.ctit{'t'AIN



13. l¡Ihat chance is there of our breaking or crackínq a tooth durin this next

.ALMOST NO.
CHANCE

.A SMALL.
CHANCE ..

. A MEDIIIM.
CHANCE

.A GOOD.

CHANCE

.ALMOST.
CERTAIN

. CERTAIN

t4. What chanoe is there of bad headache duri this next

.ALMOST NO.
CHANCE

.A SMALL.
CHANCE

A MEDIUM.
CHANCE

.A GOOD.

CHANCE
.ALMOST.
CERTAIN

. CERTAIN

15. I^Ihat chance is there of our cutting a fineer accidentlv duri this next

.ALI'IOST NO.
CHANCE

. .A SMALL.
CHANCE

. A MEDIUM.
CHANCE

. .A GOOD"

CHANCE
.ALMOST.
CERTAIN

. .CERTAIN
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Now I would like you t.o tell me wl'rat you and your family do when you are síck

hurt. Here are some unfínished sentences about being sick or hurt. Each

tcence has 5 words below lt. Peasé read eacll sentence and tlren pick the one

:d below chat will finish the sentence the way you think is true for you.

ln if it is very hard to decÍde, be sure to circle the one v¡ord that will make

I sentence true for you and your family. There are no right or wrong ansçrers.

sure to ansr.rer the way you reall-y f eel, and not the way otlrer people might

rt you Eo f,eel.

1PLE QUESTION:

I sneeze when I have a cold.

Ify mom gets sick.

I¡EVER. .HARDLY EVER. .SOllETIl'lES. 
^Ll'lOS'f ^LhrAYS. 

Al.h'AYS

¡l DO THE REST 0F TllE SENTENCES THE I\'AY YOU PR CTICED IiERE.
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.t

.I

. lly mom

.I

.I

.t

. Itly rrro¡lr

te I I nry m()nl (ìr cl¿¡d wlrc'rr I It.r'l s ick.

tcl I nry nì()rrì or dad wlren I ¡icrt lrurt.

takes me to the docCor wllcn I feel sick.

lrave tc¡ go to sclroo I wl¡e¡r I tlon ' t Ieel good .

have to stay by myself in my room when I'nr si<:k.

get Lo do s¡reci¡l ftrn tltirtgs wlrerr I'nr lrornt'si('k.

wrtrrics Llr;rt I rrri¡'.lrt f',('t :;it'k.



B. lty mour

9. lfy morn

l'0. My mom

II. I

12. !f y mom

L64

worrics tlr:tt I nrililrt lict lrrrrt ¡rl;ryin¡', (ìr .-rt sclrool.

gcts upset wlrcrì I <lo¡r'L tcl I lrcr I 'nr s ick.

gets upset wlrerr I dtlrr't tclI ltcr I'm lturt.

get co stay h<¡me Irc)m sclìool wlre¡r I don't fcel gcrcrcl.

wanCs me to tcl I lre r wlte rr I don't Iccl good or I get ltrrrt.
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'I'lris is åì (lur.:sLi()rìrìaire Lc¡ detelr:¡ i rre t. lrc i\'try i¡r rvliir.ll

dif'f'et'ettL ¡teople victv cerLrin irrr¡rr-rrL¿rnL lrc¿rl LIr-r't:l;rt.,rtl issrrtls.

.[Ì¿tch itcnr is a beliel' statenrenI rçi Lh rtlliclr 5'1¡,, nìÍì\' ¿ìßì:rr(¡ ()t.

clisitgree. &rside e¿tch staternent is ¿r s<:¿r le rrlrir:lr rlrlr¡gcs f'r.<l¡l

strongiy clisztgree (f ) to strongly iìgt-e)e (6 ). l.'or. e¿rr:ll i Lcrn y()lt

al'e tc-l cit'cIe the nuntber tll¿rt ì'eprese:¡rLs the r:,rt.ent t<t wlri<:h yorr

clisitgrec'ot'ttgt'ee with the sL¿ÌtemenL. 'l'he nlclre sLr'orrgly..'()¡ ¿tl{t.(je

'with the sLatenrent, then the higher rvi ll lle tllei nurnlxrr v()lr r:ir.<:le"

The tnore sLrongl5' you disagree rvilh ¿r staLer¡ren(r, tlre l<¡u,er rvi I I Lre

the nunll:er you cit'cle. Ple¿rse c:ircle only one rrurrrlrt:r'. 'l'llis is

ít measut'e of'yottt'pers<-lttal beLiefs; c¡bviouslS'Lht:r'e ¡ìrL'lì() r'ighL

or wl'()ng ¿tnslt'ers"

PIc¿rse ¿ì-lìswer these iLerns c:rt-ef'trIIy brtt do tì()t sl)c'tì(l t.(l() ntu(:lì

tiltte ()lì ¿t ttv ()ne itertt. uc sureì t.<l iurs\\'(.'r' ()v()t'\' il.r,rn Also, Lt'y

to res¡l<>ttd to c'¿tc:lì itern inde¡len<.lentìr,'u'llen rn:rl<irrg ]'r¡ur r. lroir: e; (lrr

ttt;t be int'luettc.ecl by youl l)l'evious c:lroices- It is; irrr¡rot'tlutt t-lrrrL

you t'c's¡lclttcl ¿Lcc()icling to y()ur ¿tc:tu¿t I llc lj e¡f's trrrrl n()t l('('()r'rl irrg ttr

llc¡tv vou f'eeiI j'<lu sllrrrrId t-leIieve.

NOIY 'fUllN 'l'llli [)AGl:] ANI) CO.lPLI';'f lt 'l'lllt ()UIiS'l'iONNÂ l lì1.: ÂS \'oU Iï1.;lll.;

TOIIJ 'I'O DO IN 'I'IiIì INS'I'IìUC'I'I0NS.
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o
OJ

OtrAJobcoo
ÊrcJt{O
to|ú)b¡,OÊ.(D
cd ..-t cd O' tO CJaoaL
'-r .îi b! hoo --{ --{

{Jp
btfú+Jp(dh¡
CßrE-Ct{CoÐb¡hnoo
t<õ-d-r{T'Ér
r¡O-{-{Op
ut-v)U)-v)

72:J.1 56If I get sick, it is my o\\n
beh¿vior which cletet'mines ltorv soon
I ßet rvell again.

No m¿ttter what I clo, if I ¿rrn fl()itìtr
t<-r get sick, I will get sic:k.

tr'lr>st things th¿rt ¿rf fect nry lle¿rlth
h:rp¡re-.n to nre by ¿rcc i clerr t .

I ¿urr in conLrol <lf'tny he¿rlLlr.

lfllen I get sic.k I allr Lo blirrne.

Ltrcl< p l:rys a bi ¡¡ I)¿Lt.t i rr
cleterrni ning lxrw s<.lon I wi t I I'ecov()ì.
from :tn illness"

My good health il'^ lzrrgely a nt¿ttt.er-
o f goc-rd f or Lu ne .

'l'he m¿rin tlri ng wllich af f ecLs tny
he¿r'l th is whaL i nrysel I do.

If I t:rl<e cat'e of rnyself', I ca¡r
¿rvr-¡i(l i tlness.

No nlatter wh¿rt, I d<¡, I'tìì til<eìy tc,l
get sick"

63

t2:1,15tì

1"2:t45(ì

l2'.1'15(ì

5 (;

5

If itrs tneant to b€:,
heuì tlry"

I f' I t- lrl<e L llr,. r' i g lr [_ :rr: L i orì:; ,

sLli.1; Itt'lt ltlty"

I tvi I I sL:Ly

I c':r rr (;
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Now I would like you to teII me what you and you child do when lre or

he is sick or hurt. On the following page are some statements thaL may be true

r not true for you. Beneath each statement is a scale which ranges from Never

rue for Me to Always true for }fe. For eaclr statement, please circle the word

hat represents tlìe extent to which the statement is true or not true for you.

here are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to answer the way you really belleve,

nd not the way oclìer people migtrt want you to believe

AMPLE QUESTION:

. I sneeze when I have a cold.

RARELY SOI.IETII'IES USUAI.I.Y AI,I.IAYS

tE. .rßur TOR I'lE. TRUE FOR ItE. TRUD FOrì I'rE. .TI{UE FOR I'lE

IOW TURN TtlE PAGE AND COI'IPLETE TtlE QUES TICNNAIRE AS YOU UDRII TOI.D'l'O DO lN TllE
.I'¡STRUCTIONS.
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I ' I take my clrl ld to tlre cJ.<. 1. r wlren he or she doesn r p f eer ç,ell .

RARELY SOMETIIIES USUALLY ALI^IAYSME. TRUE FOR I'IE. . TRUE FOR }IE. TRUE FOR ME. . .TRUE FOR ME

2' wlren rny cl¡i IcJ is lr<¡nrc srck I makc lrirr .r- lrt,¡- st;ry rr.it,r r' i, bed.

R-ARELY sor'f ETt'tES usu^rly ALI{r^ysME' TRUE FoR I'fE. TRUE FoR r'fg. . TRUE FOR r'lf,. .TRUE FoR r,rE

l' I give nry chtld speciaì. fun tlrings to do wl¡e¡l lre or slr. is lr.nre slck.

RARELY SOI,f ETI}IES USUALLY ALI,IAYSuE' TRUE FoR lfg- TRUE FoR ME. TRUrì FoR ME. .TRUE FoR r,rE

\' I would 8et upset if my cltilcl g<lt hurt pl;ryirìg or ¿t sclr.ol and dicl rrrt t.Ì I nrc.

RARELY SOÌIIET II.f ES USUALLY ALI,JAYS'fE. TRUE FOR I.fE. TRUE FOR I.¡8. TRUE FOR }IE. .TRUE FOR I.fE

;' I r¿ouId get upsec if my chftd wasn't feeling well and dldn,t terl me.

RARELY SOI.IETII,IES USUALI,Y ALI^IAYS'fE' TRUE FoR I'tE- TRUE FoR r'f E. TRUE FoR r.rE. .TRUIì FoR r,rg

' I ntake my ciritcl go Lo s<-'ltool everr ii lrr: or slre isrr't fccl frr¡i too r*,etl.

. I wor r'¡' t l¡;r t rrry clr í l <l rrr i¡ilrt lrt.r.r,rnr. :; i r.l.: .

IÌÂlìI,t,\' :ìoilt.l ilil.lì tt:ìtt^t.t.\, Ât.ÌtÂytìli- 'l l{t'l; l'otì l.l l.., 'r rìr:1., li(ì¡ i¡.. 'l l(¡li l¡lr I¡:. .rI¡ Ij r¡¡ i:r



B. I worry that my chj-l.cj might get hurl playing or at school.

:R RARELY SOMETII'IES USUALLY AII^]AYS

)R ME. TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR ME. .TRUE FOR ME

g. I ínsist that my child teII me whenever he or she gets hurt or doesn't feel well.

iR RARELY SO},fETIMES USUALLY AIWAYS

)R l'lE. TRUE FOR ME" TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR ¡lE. .TRUE FOR l'IE l

10. I'iy child tel1s me when he or she feels sick.

iR RARELY SOI,IETIMES USUAILY ALI^]AYS

)R ME. TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR }fE. .TRUE FOR ME

tI" My child tells me when he or she has gotten hurt-

]R RARELY SO}ÍETI}IES USUAILY AIWAYS
)R I"IE. . . TRUE FOR }fE. TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR ME. .TRUE FOR ME

L2. If I thínk ny child isn't feelíng well, Ir11 keep him or her home from school.

]R RARELY SOMETIMES USUAILY ALT^IAYS

)R ME. TRUE FOR ME. TRUE FOR ME. . TRUE FOR ME. .TRUE FOR ME


